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Introduction

This inventory lays the groundwork toward fulfilling this legislative mandate:

“(2) The Florida Academic Library Services Cooperative shall: (a) Develop and manage a library information portal and automated library management tools for use by Florida College System institutions and state universities. The library information portal and automated library management tools shall include, but are not limited to, the following services and functions: [. . .] 4. A statewide searchable database that includes an inventory of digital archives and collections held by public postsecondary education institutions.” Fla. Stat. 1006.73(2)(a)(4) (2018).

How to use this inventory:

The inventory is not intended to be read through, and instead provides a tool that can be used to build applications or search engines that use Florida’s digital library content.

This is a supplement to the full inventory, the 2016 Inventory of Digital Libraries and Collections Held by Florida Public Universities and Community Colleges published by the Florida Academic Library Services Cooperative. The full inventory included information about collections within each digital library. This 2018 update includes comparatively brief records for each digital library. Information about collections is omitted, and the goal is to provide updated information when a new digital library has launched or an existing digital library has moved to a new platform or location.

The inventory has five major sections:

- **“Section I: Concise Inventory of Digital Libraries with OAI-PMH Feeds”** is a short list of OAI-PMH feeds for the repositories in the longer inventory. This could be used to build a federated search, to represent materials in a discovery tool, or to aggregate metadata from all the Florida public higher education collections. pp. 8-30

- **“Section II: Full Inventory of Digital Libraries”** includes all digital library content that is in a content management system and has basic descriptive metadata. All the digital libraries from the Concise Inventory are included here. There are also many more digital libraries, which are full fledged digital libraries but which aren't sharing metadata by OAI-PMH. In some cases this is because the digital libraries do not support OAI-PMH. In some cases the materials are “dark”. For example, Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) projects may be done by professors who do not share until after they have published an analysis based on the original TEI markup. These are the technologies most closely related to the communities served by the Digital Collection Services department of the Florida Academic Library Services Cooperative (FALSC).

The Full Inventory also includes significant collaborative digital libraries operated by multiple institutions, and includes a handful of the most significant digital libraries in Florida operated outside of public higher education. For example, digital collections of the State Library and of regional consortia in Florida are included. pp. 31-69
• “Section III(a): Significant Shared Collections Disbursed Across Multiple Digital Libraries” A significant shared collection might be a collection disbursed across multiple digital library platforms and sites, or might also store content contributed by multiple institutions. pp. 70-79

• “Section III(b): Significant Federated Search or Indexing Only Projects” are sites which index materials from multiple digital libraries listed in the Full Inventory. This may be done by building a federated search. For example, a significant shared collection might be a federated search of materials about a single historical event or a specific topic, which finds materials about that event or topic from many digital libraries. pp. 80-85

• “Section IV: Digital Preservation” is treated separately to emphasize that it is a separate field from digital libraries. Other sections of this inventory are not about preservation, and the websites listed in other parts of the inventory should not be assumed to be involved in preservation activities. pp. 86

How the inventory was compiled:

The initial inventory of digital libraries and collections in Florida was compiled in Spring and Summer of 2016. This update was compiled in Summer 2019.

Digital Libraries on the inventory were located by searching a variety of internet search engines, by browsing university websites, by reviewing conference proceedings and newsletters by Florida library and archives groups for publications about digital library projects, and by searching journals and trade literature used by the library and archives communities.

Information on the history of PALMM was collected using listserv archives available from University of Florida, and by using internal records from the Florida Center for Library Automation (FCLA), a predecessor organization to the Florida Virtual Campus (FLVC).
Section I: Concise Inventory of Digital Libraries with OAI-PMH Feeds

Introduction: The Concise Inventory is a short list of OAI-PMH feeds for the repositories in the longer inventory. This could be used to build a federated search, to represent materials in a discovery tool, or to aggregate metadata from all the Florida public higher education collections.

Name: FAMU Digital Resource Center

- **University/College affiliation**: Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University
- **URL for public viewing**: [https://famu.digital.flvc.org](https://famu.digital.flvc.org)
- **OAI-PMH feed**:

Name: Scholarly Commons @ FAMU Law

- **University/College affiliation**: Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University
- **URL for public viewing**: [https://commons.law.famu.edu/](https://commons.law.famu.edu/)
- **OAI-PMH feed**:
  - Dublin Core: [https://commons.law.famu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://commons.law.famu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
  - Qualified Dublin Core: [https://commons.law.famu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core](https://commons.law.famu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core)
  - ETDMS: [https://commons.law.famu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms](https://commons.law.famu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms)

Name: FAU Digital Collections

- **University/College affiliation**: Florida Atlantic University
- **URL for public viewing**: [https://fau.digital.flvc.org](https://fau.digital.flvc.org)
- **OAI-PMH feed**:

Name: Florida Atlantic University Special Collections & Archives

- **University/College affiliation**: Florida Atlantic University
- **URL for public viewing**: [https://archives.library.fau.edu/](https://archives.library.fau.edu/)
- **OAI-PMH feed**:
Name: DigitalFGCU: Florida Gulf Coast University Digital Repository

- **University/College affiliation**: Florida Gulf Coast University
- **URL for public viewing**: [https://fgcu.digital.flvc.org/](https://fgcu.digital.flvc.org/)
- **OAI-PMH feed**:

Name: Florida Gulf Coast University Special Collections & Archives

- **University/College affiliation**: Florida Gulf Coast University
- **URL for public viewing**: [https://archives.fgcu.edu/](https://archives.fgcu.edu/)
- **OAI-PMH feed**:
  - Dublin Core: [https://archives.fgcu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://archives.fgcu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
  - EAD: [https://archives.fgcu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead](https://archives.fgcu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead)
  - MARC: [https://archives.fgcu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc](https://archives.fgcu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc)
  - MODS: [https://archives.fgcu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_mods](https://archives.fgcu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_mods)

- **Harvesting notes**: ArchivesSpace makes records available at different levels of granularity. It is recommended to look at what setSpec arguments are available, and consider harvesting at the set=collection level, in order to avoid harvesting repetitive records. Or, to harvest at different levels, and use facets to assist researchers in beginning broadly (ie. collection level records only) and scoping to more narrow results (ie. letters within a collection).

Name: dPanther Repository

- **University/College affiliation**: Florida International University
- **URL for public viewing**: [http://dpanther.fiu.edu](http://dpanther.fiu.edu)
- **OAI-PMH feed**:

- **Harvesting notes**: ArchivesSpace makes records available at different levels of granularity. It is recommended to look at what setSpec arguments are available, and consider harvesting at the set=collection level, in order to avoid harvesting repetitive records. Or, to harvest at different levels, and use facets to assist researchers in beginning broadly (ie. collection level records only) and scoping to more narrow results (ie. letters within a collection).
Name: FIU Digital Commons

- **University/College affiliation**: Florida International University
- **URL for public viewing**: https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/
- **OAI-PMH feed**:
  - Dublin Core: https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  - Qualified Dublin Core: https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core
  - ETDMS: https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms

Name: Florida International University Special Collections & Archives

- **University/College affiliation**: Florida International University
- **URL for public viewing**: https://archives.fiu.edu/
- **OAI-PMH feed**:
  - Dublin Core: https://archives.fiu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  - EAD: https://archives.fiu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead
  - MARC: https://archives.fiu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  - MODS: https://archives.fiu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_mods
  - Harvesting notes: ArchivesSpace makes records available at different levels of granularity. It is recommended to look at what setSpec arguments are available, and consider harvesting at the set=collection level, in order to avoid harvesting repetitive records. Or, to harvest at different levels, and use facets to assist researchers in beginning broadly (ie. collection level records only) and scoping to more narrow results (ie. letters within a collection).

Name: Everglades Explorer

- **University/College affiliation**: Florida International University
- **URL for public viewing**: http://ee.fiu.edu/
- **OAI-PMH feed**:

Name: Wolfsonian FIU Digital Image Catalog

- **University/College affiliation**: Florida International University
- **URL for public viewing**: https://digital.wolfsonian.org/
- **OAI-PMH feed**:
Name: eCollections @ FIU Law Library

- **University/College affiliation:** Florida International University
- **URL for public viewing:** [https://ecollections.law.fiu.edu/](https://ecollections.law.fiu.edu/)
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Dublin Core: [https://ecollections.law.fiu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://ecollections.law.fiu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
  - Qualified Dublin Core: [https://ecollections.law.fiu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core](https://ecollections.law.fiu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core)
  - ETDMS: [https://ecollections.law.fiu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms](https://ecollections.law.fiu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms)

Name: Florida International University's Internet Archive Contributions

- **University/College affiliation:** Florida International University
- **URL for public viewing:** [https://archive.org/details/floridainternationaluniversity](https://archive.org/details/floridainternationaluniversity)
- **OAI-PMH feed:**

Name: Florida State University Digital Library

- **University/College affiliation:** Florida State University
- **URL for public viewing:** [https://fsu.digital.flvc.org](https://fsu.digital.flvc.org)
- **OAI-PMH feed:**

Name: Florida State University Special Collections & Archives

- **University/College affiliation:** Florida State University
- **URL for public viewing:** [https://archives.lib.fsu.edu/](https://archives.lib.fsu.edu/)
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Dublin Core: [https://archives.lib.fsu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://archives.lib.fsu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
  - EAD: [https://archives.lib.fsu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead](https://archives.lib.fsu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead)
  - MARC: [https://archives.lib.fsu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc](https://archives.lib.fsu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc)
  - MODS: [https://archives.lib.fsu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai.mods](https://archives.lib.fsu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai.mods)
  - Harvesting notes: ArchivesSpace makes records available at different levels of granularity. It is recommended to look at what setSpec arguments are available, and consider harvesting at the set=collection level, in order to avoid harvesting repetitive records. Or, to harvest at different levels, and use facets to assist researchers in beginning broadly (ie. collection level records only) and scoping to more narrow results (ie. letters within a collection).
Name: PLAID: People Living with and Inspired by Diabetes

- **University/College affiliation**: Florida State University
- **URL for public viewing**: [http://theplaidjournal.com](http://theplaidjournal.com)
- **OAI-PMH feed**:

Name: Florida State University's Internet Archive Contributions

- **University/College affiliation**: Florida State University
- **URL for public viewing**: [https://archive.org/details/floridastateuniversity](https://archive.org/details/floridastateuniversity)
- **OAI-PMH feed**:

Name: FSU College of Law Scholarship Repository

- **University/College affiliation**: Florida State University
- **URL for public viewing**: [https://ir.law.fsu.edu](https://ir.law.fsu.edu)
- **OAI-PMH feed**:
  - Dublin Core: [https://ir.law.fsu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://ir.law.fsu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
  - Qualified Dublin Core: [https://ir.law.fsu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core](https://ir.law.fsu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core)
  - ETDMS: [https://ir.law.fsu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oaiedms](https://ir.law.fsu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oaiedms)

Name: New College Digital Collections

- **University/College affiliation**: New College of Florida
- **URL for public viewing**: [http://ncf.sobek.ufl.edu](http://ncf.sobek.ufl.edu)
- **OAI-PMH feed**:
Name: New College Of Florida Special Collections & Archives

- **University/College affiliation**: New College of Florida
- **URL for public viewing**: https://archives.ncf.edu/
- **OAI-PMH feed**:
  - Dublin Core: https://archives.ncf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  - EAD: https://archives.ncf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead
  - MARC: https://archives.ncf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  - MODS: https://archives.ncf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_mods
  - Harvesting notes: ArchivesSpace makes records available at different levels of granularity. It is recommended to look at what setSpec arguments are available, and consider harvesting at the set=collection level, in order to avoid harvesting repetitive records. Or, to harvest at different levels, and use facets to assist researchers in beginning broadly (ie. collection level records only) and scoping to more narrow results (ie. letters within a collection).

Name: University of Central Florida Digital Library

- **University/College affiliation**: University of Central Florida
- **URL for public viewing**: https://ucf.digital.flvc.org
- **OAI-PMH feed**:

Name: UCF Digital Collections

- **University/College affiliation**: University of Central Florida
- **URL for public viewing**: http://digital.library.ucf.edu
- **OAI-PMH feed**:

Name: Central Florida Memory

- **University/College affiliation**: University of Central Florida
• Partners are
  o Bethune-Cookman University Carl S. Swisher Learning Resources Center
  o Museum of Seminole County History
  o Orange County Library System
  o Orange County Regional History Center
  o Rollins College Olin Library
  o Stetson University DuPont-Ball Library
  o University of Central Florida Libraries
  o St. Luke's Lutheran Church & School
  o Orlando Health Foundation

• URL for public viewing: http://www.cfmemory.org

• OAI-PMH feed:
  o Notes: This is the same feed as the UCF Digital Collections site, so you must use a setSpec argument to get to the Central Florida Memory content.
  o Harvesting notes: If you harvest the UCF Digital Collections site, then all Central Florida Memory materials will be collected and no separate harvest of Central Florida Memory will be needed.

Name: Riches of Central Florida: Regional Initiative for Collecting the History, Experiences and Stories of Central Florida

• University/College affiliation: University of Central Florida
• URL for public viewing: https://richesmi.cah.ucf.edu/omeka/
• OAI-PMH feed:
  o Dublin Core: https://richesmi.cah.ucf.edu/omeka/oai-pmh-repository/request?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  o CDWA Lite: https://richesmi.cah.ucf.edu/omeka/oai-pmh-repository/request?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=cdwalite
  o METS: https://richesmi.cah.ucf.edu/omeka/oai-pmh-repository/request?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=mets
  o MODS: https://richesmi.cah.ucf.edu/omeka/oai-pmh-repository/request?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=mods
  o RDF: https://richesmi.cah.ucf.edu/omeka/oai-pmh-repository/request?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rdf
  o Omeka-XML: https://richesmi.cah.ucf.edu/omeka/oai-pmh-repository/request?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=omeka-xml

Name: STARS: Showcase of Text, Archives, Research & Scholarship
• **University/College affiliation:** University of Central Florida
• **URL for public viewing:** [https://stars.library.ucf.edu](https://stars.library.ucf.edu)
• **OAI-PMH feed:**
  o Dublin Core: [https://stars.library.ucf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://stars.library.ucf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
  o Simple Dublin Core: [https://stars.library.ucf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=simple-dublin-core](https://stars.library.ucf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=simple-dublin-core)
  o Qualified Dublin Core: [https://stars.library.ucf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core](https://stars.library.ucf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core)
  o ETDMS: [https://stars.library.ucf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms](https://stars.library.ucf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms)

---

**Name: Special Collections & University Archives Collection Guides**

• **University/College affiliation:** University of Central Florida
• **URL for public viewing:** [https://scua.library.ucf.edu/](https://scua.library.ucf.edu/)
• **OAI-PMH feed:**
  o Dublin Core: [https://scua.library.ucf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://scua.library.ucf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
  o EAD: [https://scua.library.ucf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead](https://scua.library.ucf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead)
  o MARC: [https://scua.library.ucf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc](https://scua.library.ucf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc)
  o MODS: [https://scua.library.ucf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai.mods](https://scua.library.ucf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai.mods)
  o Harvesting notes: ArchivesSpace makes records available at different levels of granularity. It recommended to look at what setSpec arguments are available, and consider harvesting at the set=collection level, in order to avoid harvesting repetitive records. Or, to harvest at different levels, and use facets to assist researchers in beginning broadly (ie. collection level records only) and scoping to more narrow results (ie. letters within a collection).

---

**Name: University of Florida Digital Collections**

• **University/College affiliation:** University of Florida
• **URL for public viewing:** [https://ufdc.ufl.edu](https://ufdc.ufl.edu)
• **OAI-PMH feed:**

---

**Name: University of Florida - Retrospective Dissertation Scanning Project**

• **University/College affiliation:** University of Florida
• **URL for public viewing:** [https://archive.org/details/UFRDS](https://archive.org/details/UFRDS)
• **OAI-PMH feed:**
Name: UF Law Scholarship Repository

- **University/College affiliation**: University of Florida
- **URL for public viewing**: https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/
- **OAI-PMH feed**:
  - Dublin Core: https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  - Qualified Dublin Core: https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core
  - ETDMS: https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms

Name: University of Florida George A. Smathers Libraries's Internet Archive Contributions

- **University/College affiliation**: University of Florida
- **URL for public viewing**: https://archive.org/details/univ_florida_smathers
- **OAI-PMH feed**:

Name: University of Florida Press: Journals

- **University/College affiliation**: University of Florida
- **URL for public viewing**: http://journals.upress.ufl.edu/
- **OAI-PMH feed**:
  - Individual feed exists for each journal and it is impossible to get a site-wide feed. Recommend using setSpec arguments to weed out Table of Contents, etc., and include only articles.
  - Only journals with significant open access content are listed here.
  - Delos: A Journal of Translation and World Literature:
    - Dublin Core: http://journals.upress.ufl.edu/delos/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    - MARCXML: http://journals.upress.ufl.edu/delos/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    - OAIMARC: http://journals.upress.ufl.edu/delos/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
    - NLM: http://journals.upress.ufl.edu/delos/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=nlm

Name: University of North Florida Digital Commons

- **University/College affiliation**: University of North Florida
- **URL for public viewing**: https://digitalcommons.unf.edu/
- **OAI-PMH feed**:
  - Dublin Core: https://digitalcommons.unf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
Name: University of North Florida Special Collections & Archives

- **University/College affiliation**: University of North Florida
- **URL for public viewing**: https://archives.unf.edu/
- **OAI-PMH feed**:
  - Dublin Core: https://archives.unf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  - EAD: https://archives.unf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead
  - MARC: https://archives.unf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  - MODS: https://archives.unf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_mods
  - Harvesting notes: ArchivesSpace makes records available at different levels of granularity. It is recommended to look at what setSpec arguments are available, and consider harvesting at the set=collection level, in order to avoid harvesting repetitive records. Or, to harvest at different levels, and use facets to assist researchers in beginning broadly (ie. collection level records only) and scoping to more narrow results (ie. letters within a collection).

Name: University of South Florida Scholars Commons

- **University/College affiliation**: University of South Florida
- **URL for public viewing**: https://scholarcommons.usf.edu
- **OAI-PMH feed**:
  - Dublin Core: https://scholarcommons.usf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  - Qualified Dublin Core: https://scholarcommons.usf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core
  - ETDMS: https://scholarcommons.usf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms

Name: Digital USFSP

- **University/College affiliation**: University of South Florida
- **URL for public viewing**: https://digital.usfsp.edu
- **OAI-PMH feed**:
  - Dublin Core: https://digital.usfsp.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  - Qualified Dublin Core: https://digital.usfsp.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core
  - ETDMS: https://digital.usfsp.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms

Name: USF Libraries Digital Collections
• University/College affiliation: University of South Florida
• URL for public viewing: https://digital.lib.usf.edu/
• OAI-PMH feed:

Name: UWF Institutional Repository

• University/College affiliation: University of West Florida
• URL for public viewing: https://ir.uwf.edu/
• OAI-PMH feed:
  o Dublin Core: https://ir.uwf.edu/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc

Name: UWF Digital Library

• University/College affiliation: University of West Florida
• URL for public viewing: https://uwf.digital.flvc.org
• OAI-PMH feed:
  o Dublin Core: https://uwf.digital.flvc.org/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  o MODS: https://uwf.digital.flvc.org/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=mods
  o ETDMS: https://uwf.digital.flvc.org/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms

Name: University of West Florida Archives and West Florida History Center

• University/College affiliation: University of West Florida
• URL for public viewing: https://uwf.lyrasistechnology.org/
• OAI-PMH feed:
  o Dublin Core: https://uwf.lyrasistechnology.org/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  o EAD: https://uwf.lyrasistechnology.org/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead
  o MARC: https://uwf.lyrasistechnology.org/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  o MODS: https://uwf.lyrasistechnology.org/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_mods
  o Harvesting notes: ArchivesSpace makes records available at different levels of granularity. It recommended to look at what setSpec arguments are available, and consider harvesting at the set=collection level, in order to avoid harvesting repetitive records. Or, to harvest at different levels, and use facets to assist researchers in beginning broadly (ie. collection level records only) and scoping to more narrow results (ie. letters within a collection).

Name: Broward College Archives and Special Collections

• University/College affiliation: Broward College
• URL for public viewing: https://archive.org/details/browardcollege
• OAI-PMH feed:

Name: Broward College Digital Library

• University/College affiliation: Broward College
• URL for public viewing: https://broward.digital.flvc.org/
• OAI-PMH feed:
  o Dublin Core: https://broward.digital.flvc.org/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  o ETDMS: https://broward.digital.flvc.org/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms
  o MODS: https://broward.digital.flvc.org/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=mods

Name: Chipola collections in PLAN's Florida's Hidden Treasures

• University/College affiliation: Chipola College
• URL for public viewing: https://image.flhiddentreasures.com/chipola/jsp/RcWebBrowseCollections.jsp
• OAI-PMH feed:
  o This material is stored entirely in PLAN's Florida's Hidden Treasures site. To get the Chipola College materials you must use a setSpec argument on the feed for Florida's Hidden Treasures.
  o Harvesting notes: Decide whether to harvest the entire Florida's Hidden Treasures site versus just the Chipola College materials.

Name: Florida SouthWestern State College's Internet Archive Contributions

• University/College affiliation: Florida SouthWestern State College
• URL for public viewing: https://archive.org/details/fswlibraries
• OAI-PMH feed:

Name: Florida State College at Jacksonville Digital Archive

• University/College affiliation: Florida State College at Jacksonville
• URL for public viewing: https://fscj.digital.flvc.org
• OAI-PMH feed:
Name: GCSC Memory Collection Digital Archive

- **University/College affiliation:** Gulf Coast State College
- **URL for public viewing:** https://gcsc.digital.flvc.org/
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Dublin Core: https://gcsc.digital.flvc.org/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc

Name: Hillsborough Community College Digital Library

- **University/College affiliation:** Hillsborough Community College
- **URL for public viewing:** https://hccfl.digital.flvc.org/
- **OAI-PMH feed:**

Name: IRSC Collections

- **University/College affiliation:** Indian River State College
- **URL for public viewing:** https://irsc.digital.flvc.org
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Dublin Core: https://irsc.digital.flvc.org/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc

Name: LSSC Digital Library

- **University/College affiliation:** Lake–Sumter State College
- **URL for public viewing:** https://lssc.digital.flvc.org
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Dublin Core: https://lssc.digital.flvc.org/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc

Name: Palm Beach State College Archives
Inventory of Digital Libraries

- University/College affiliation: Palm Beach State College
- URL for public viewing: https://archive.org/details/palmbeachstate
- OAI-PMH feed:

Name: Panther Online Learning Objects

- University/College affiliation: Palm Beach State College
- URL for public viewing: http://cdm16073.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/
- OAI-PMH feed:

Name: Polk State College Digital Archives

- University/College affiliation: Polk State College
- URL for public viewing: http://polk.digital.flvc.org
- OAI-PMH feed:
  - Dublin Core: https://polk.digital.flvc.org/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc

Name: Pensacola State College Digital Archives

- University/College affiliation: Pensacola State College
- URL for public viewing: http://psc.digital.flvc.org
- OAI-PMH feed:
  - Dublin Core: https://psc.digital.flvc.org/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  - MODS: https://psc.digital.flvc.org/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=mods

Name: Seminole State College of Florida Digital Collections Home

- University/College affiliation: Seminole State College of Florida
- URL for public viewing: http://seminolestate.sobek.ufl.edu/
Name: SCF Digital Library

- **University/College affiliation:** State College of Florida
- **URL for public viewing:** [https://scf.digital.flvc.org](https://scf.digital.flvc.org)
- **OAI-PMH feed:**

Name: St. Petersburg College Digital Library

- **University/College affiliation:** St. Petersburg College
- **URL for public viewing:** [https://spc.digital.flvc.org](https://spc.digital.flvc.org)
- **OAI-PMH feed:**

Name: Valencia College Digital Library

- **University/College affiliation:** Valencia College
- **URL for public viewing:** [https://valencia.digital.flvc.org](https://valencia.digital.flvc.org)
- **OAI-PMH feed:**

Name: Florida Online Journals

- **University/College affiliation:** Florida Academic Library Services Cooperative
- **Participation from:**
  - FAU
  - Florida Polytechnic University
  - UCF
  - UF
- **URL for public viewing:** [https://journals.flvc.org/](https://journals.flvc.org/)
• OAI-PMH feed:
  o Individual feed exists for each journal and it is impossible to get a site-wide feed. Recommend using setSpec arguments to weed out Table of Contents, etc., and include only articles.
  o Only journals with significant open access content are listed here.
  o Arkivoc: (liaised through UF):
    ▪ Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/arkivoc/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    ▪ MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/arkivoc/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    ▪ RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/arkivoc/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
    ▪ OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/arkivoc/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  o Journal of Art for Life: (liaised through FSU):
    ▪ Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/jafl/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    ▪ MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/jafl/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    ▪ RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/jafl/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
    ▪ OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/jafl/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  o Journal of Assessment in Higher Education: (liaised through UF):
    ▪ Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/assessment/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    ▪ MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/assessment/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    ▪ OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/assessment/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  o Broward Legacy: (liaised through FAU):
    ▪ Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/browardlegacy/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    ▪ MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/browardlegacy/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    ▪ RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/browardlegacy/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
    ▪ OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/browardlegacy/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  o Chemical Engineering Education: (liaised through UF):
    ▪ Dublin Core: http://journals.flvc.org/cee/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    ▪ MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/cee/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    ▪ RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/cee/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
    ▪ OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/cee/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  o Journal of Coastal Research: (liaised through FAU):
    ▪ Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/jcr/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
- MARCXML: [Link](https://journals.flvc.org/jcr/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml)
- RFC1807: [Link](https://journals.flvc.org/jcr/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807)
- OAIMARC: [Link](https://journals.flvc.org/jcr/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc)

  - Democratic Communiqué: (liaised through FAU):
    - Dublin Core: [Link](https://journals.flvc.org/demcom/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
    - MARCXML: [Link](https://journals.flvc.org/demcom/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml)
    - RFC1807: [Link](https://journals.flvc.org/demcom/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807)
    - OAIMARC: [Link](https://journals.flvc.org/demcom/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc)

  - EDIS: (liaised through UF):
    - Dublin Core: [Link](https://journals.flvc.org/edis/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
    - MARCXML: [Link](https://journals.flvc.org/edis/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml)
    - RFC1807: [Link](https://journals.flvc.org/edis/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807)
    - OAIMARC: [Link](https://journals.flvc.org/edis/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc)

  - FAU Undergraduate Law Journal: (liaised through FAU):
    - Dublin Core: [Link](https://journals.flvc.org/FAU_UndergraduateLawJournal/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
    - MARCXML: [Link](https://journals.flvc.org/FAU_UndergraduateLawJournal/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml)
    - OAIMARC: [Link](https://journals.flvc.org/FAU_UndergraduateLawJournal/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc)

  - FAU Undergraduate Research Journal: (liaised through FAU):
    - Dublin Core: [Link](https://journals.flvc.org/faurj/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
    - MARCXML: [Link](https://journals.flvc.org/faurj/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml)
    - RFC1807: [Link](https://journals.flvc.org/faurj/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807)
    - OAIMARC: [Link](https://journals.flvc.org/faurj/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc)

  - Florida Entomologist: (liaised through FLVC):
    - Dublin Core: [Link](https://journals.flvc.org/flaent/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
    - MARCXML: [Link](https://journals.flvc.org/flaent/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml)
    - RFC1807: [Link](https://journals.flvc.org/flaent/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807)
- **OAIMARC:**
  - The Florida Geographer: (liaised through FAU):
    - Dublin Core: [https://journals.flvc.org/flgeog/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://journals.flvc.org/flgeog/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
    - MARCXML: [https://journals.flvc.org/flgeog/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml](https://journals.flvc.org/flgeog/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml)
  - Florida Libraries: (liaised through FLVC):
    - Dublin Core: [https://journals.flvc.org/flalib/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://journals.flvc.org/flalib/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
    - MARCXML: [https://journals.flvc.org/flalib/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml](https://journals.flvc.org/flalib/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml)
  - Florida Linguistics Papers: (liaised through UF):
    - Dublin Core: [https://journals.flvc.org/floridalinguisticspapers/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://journals.flvc.org/floridalinguisticspapers/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
  - HEAL: Humanism Evolving through Arts and Literature: (liaised through FSU):
    - Dublin Core: [https://journals.flvc.org/heal/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://journals.flvc.org/heal/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
    - MARCXML: [https://journals.flvc.org/heal/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml](https://journals.flvc.org/heal/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml)
  - Holarctic Lepidoptera: (liaised through UF):
    - Dublin Core: [https://journals.flvc.org/holarctic/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://journals.flvc.org/holarctic/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
- OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/holarctic/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  - iCascade: (liaised through Florida Polytechnic University):
    - Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/flpoly/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    - MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/flpoly/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    - RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/flpoly/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
    - OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/flpoly/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  - International Journal of Intelligence Ethics: (liaised through UF):
    - Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/ijie/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    - MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/ijie/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    - OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/ijie/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  - International Journal of Student Scholarship in Physical Therapy: (liaised through UF):
    - Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/ijsrpt/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    - MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/ijsrpt/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    - RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/ijsrpt/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
    - OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/ijsrpt/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  - Insecta Mundi: (liaised through FLVC):
    - Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/mundi/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    - MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/mundi/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    - RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/mundi/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
    - OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/mundi/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  - Nematologia Mediterranea: (liaised through FLVC):
    - Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/nemamedi/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    - MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/nemamedi/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    - RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/nemamedi/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
    - OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/nemamedi/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  - Journal of Nematology: (liaised through FLVC):
    - Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/jon/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    - MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/jon/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
- OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/jon/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  - Nematropica: (liaised through FLVC):
    - Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/nematropica/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    - MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/nematropica/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    - OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/nematropica/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  - The OWL: (liaised through FSU):
    - Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/owl/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    - MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/owl/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    - RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/owl/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
    - OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/owl/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  - Proceedings of the Florida State Horticultural Society: (liaised through UF):
    - Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/fshs/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    - MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/fshs/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    - RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/fshs/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
    - OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/fshs/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  - The Journal of Public Interest Communications: (liaised through UF):
    - Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/jpic/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    - MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/jpic/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    - RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/jpic/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
    - OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/jpic/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  - Selbyana: (liaised through New College):
    - Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/selbyana/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    - MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/selbyana/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    - RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/selbyana/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
    - OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/selbyana/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  - Society of Florida Archivists Journal: (liaised through FSU):
    - Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/sfaj/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    - MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/sfaj/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    - RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/sfaj/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
• OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/sfaj/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  o Society for Vocational Psychology Conference: (liaised through FSU):
    ▪ Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/svp2016/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    ▪ MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/svp2016/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    ▪ OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/svp2016/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  o SOURCE: the Magazine of the University of Florida George A. Smathers Libraries: (liaised through UF):
    ▪ Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/source/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    ▪ MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/source/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    ▪ RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/source/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
    ▪ OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/source/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  o Studies in African Linguistics: (liaised through UF):
    ▪ Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/sal/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    ▪ MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/sal/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    ▪ OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/sal/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  o Tropical Lepidoptera Research: (liaised through UF):
    ▪ Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/troplep/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    ▪ MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/troplep/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    ▪ RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/troplep/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
    ▪ OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/troplep/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
  o UF Journal of Undergraduate Research: (liaised through UF):
    ▪ Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/UFJUR/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    ▪ MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/UFJUR/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    ▪ RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/UFJUR/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
    ▪ OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/UFJUR/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
Name: Orange Grove

- **University/College affiliation:** Florida Academic Library Services Cooperative
- **URL for public viewing:** http://florida.theorangegrove.org
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - All (appears to be a native format): http://florida.theorangegrove.org/og/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_all

Name: Digital Library of the Caribbean

- **University/College affiliation:** University of Florida
- **URL for public viewing:** https://www.dloc.com
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - This is the same feed as the UFDC, so you must use a setSpec argument to get to the DLOC materials. The URLs coming out of the OAI-PMH repository are to UFDC locations of materials, and not to DLOC locations. Either this shouldn't be harvested, or the harvest should be modified to link in to DLOC URLs.
  - Harvesting notes: Do not harvest this. Instead, harvest the UFDC site, and all DLOC materials will be collected.

Name: PALMM: Publication of Archival Library and Museum Materials (the PALMM Islandora site)

- **University/College affiliation:** Florida Academic Library Services Cooperative
- **URL for public viewing:** https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Dublin Core: https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc

Name: Florida’s Hidden Treasures

- **University/College affiliation:** This is provided by the Panhandle Library Access Network consortium, which has several public university and college members.
- **URL for public viewing:** http://flhiddentreasures.com
- OAI-PMH feed:
Section II: Full Inventory of Digital Libraries

Introduction: The Full Inventory includes all digital library content that is in a content management system and has basic descriptive metadata. All the digital libraries from the Concise Inventory are included here. There are also many additional digital libraries, which are full fledged digital libraries but which aren’t sharing metadata by OAI-PMH. In some cases this is because the digital libraries do not support OAI-PMH. In some cases the materials are “dark”. For example, a Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) projects may be done by a professor who will not share until after publishing an analysis based on the original TEI markup. The digital library platforms represented here are the technologies most closely related to the communities served by the Digital Collection and Open Educational Resources Services department of the Florida Academic Library Services Cooperative (FALSC).

The Full Inventory also includes significant collaborative digital libraries operated by multiple institutions, and includes a handful of the most significant digital libraries in Florida operated outside of public higher education. For example, digital collections of the State Library and of regional consortia in Florida are included.

Digital Libraries on the inventory were located by searching a variety of internet search engines, by browsing university websites, by reviewing conference proceedings and newsletters by Florida library and archives groups for publications about digital library projects, and by searching journals and trade literature used by the library and archives communities.

For each digital library, information about participation in shared collections, included federated search projects, is included when available. This information was gathered by reviewing library annual reports and by checking federated search projects and shared collections for participant lists. Mango is the statewide discovery tool located at http://discover.flvc.org/. To the extent possible it was noted whether digital library materials are represented in Mango. This is not a straightforward question, because a library can submit OAI-PMH feeds for selective collections in a larger digital library or can create local MARC records for selective items and then those MARC records will show up in Mango.

Digital Libraries with Actionable Metadata Held by Florida Public Universities

Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University

FAMU Digital Resource Center

- **URL for public viewing:** https://famu.digital.flvc.org
- **Description:**
  - FLVC Islandora hosted digital library.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - This repository contributes items to the Florida Heritage Collection in PALMM Islandora.
  - Materials are indexed in Mango.
Scholarly Commons @ FAMU Law

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://commons.law.famu.edu/](https://commons.law.famu.edu/)
- **Description:**
  - BEPress Digital Commons site.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Dublin Core: [https://commons.law.famu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://commons.law.famu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
  - Qualified Dublin Core: [https://commons.law.famu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core](https://commons.law.famu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core)
  - ETDMS: [https://commons.law.famu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms](https://commons.law.famu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms)
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - Items are included in the Digital Commons Law Network ([http://network.bepress.com/law/](http://network.bepress.com/law/)).

Florida Atlantic University

FAU Digital Collections

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://fau.digital.flvc.org](https://fau.digital.flvc.org)
- **Description:**
  - FLVC Islandora hosted digital library.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - Items in the Floridiana Collection are shared to PALMM Islandora.
  - Materials are indexed in Mango.

Florida Atlantic University Special Collections & Archives

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://archives.library.fau.edu/](https://archives.library.fau.edu/)
- **Description:**
  - Lyrasis hosted ArchivesSpace site.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Dublin Core: [https://archives.library.fau.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://archives.library.fau.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
  - EAD: [https://archives.library.fau.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead](https://archives.library.fau.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead)
  - MARC: [https://archives.library.fau.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc](https://archives.library.fau.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc)
  - MODS: [https://archives.library.fau.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_mods](https://archives.library.fau.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_mods)
  - Harvesting notes: ArchivesSpace makes records available at different levels of granularity. It recommended to look at what setSpec arguments are available, and consider harvesting at the set=collection level, in order to avoid harvesting repetitive records. Or, to harvest at different levels, and use facets to assist researchers in beginning broadly (ie. collection level records only) and scoping to more narrow results (ie. letters within a collection).
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - EAD records are part of Archives Florida.
Florida Gulf Coast University

DigitalFGCU: Florida Gulf Coast University Digital Repository

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://fgcu.digital.flvc.org/](https://fgcu.digital.flvc.org/)
- **Description:**
  - FLVC hosted Islandora site.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - Several collections are in PALMM.
  - Materials are indexed in Mango.
  - Several collections are shared to the Sunshine State Digital Network (SSDN).

Florida Gulf Coast University Special Collections & Archives

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://archives.fgcu.edu/](https://archives.fgcu.edu/)
- **Description:**
  - Lyrasis hosted ArchivesSpace site.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Dublin Core: [https://archives.fgcu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://archives.fgcu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
  - EAD: [https://archives.fgcu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead](https://archives.fgcu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead)
  - MARC: [https://archives.fgcu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc](https://archives.fgcu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc)
  - MODS: [https://archives.fgcu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_mods](https://archives.fgcu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_mods)
  - Harvesting notes: ArchivesSpace makes records available at different levels of granularity. It recommended to look at what setSpec arguments are available, and consider harvesting at the set=collection level, in order to avoid harvesting repetitive records. Or, to harvest at different levels, and use facets to assist researchers in beginning broadly (ie. collection level records only) and scoping to more narrow results (ie. letters within a collection).
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - EAD records are part of Archives Florida.

Florida International University

dPanther Repository

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://dpanther.fiu.edu](http://dpanther.fiu.edu)
- **Description:**
  - Sobek site hosted by FIU library.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - Several collections are PALMM collections.
  - Many collections are duplicated in FIU’s private Islandora site and are shared to PALMM Islandora.
The Everglades Digital Library is a long running shared collection managed by FIU. Reclaiming the Everglades is FIU’s portion of the Everglades Digital Library.

Several collections are shared to the Sunshine State Digital Network (SSDN).

**FIU Digital Commons**

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/](https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/)
- **Description:**
  - BEPress Digital Commons site.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Dublin Core: [https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
  - Qualified Dublin Core: [https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core](https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core)
  - ETDMS: [https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms](https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms)
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - None identified.

**Everglades Explorer**

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://ee.fiu.edu/](http://ee.fiu.edu/)
- **Description:**
  - Everglades Explorer is a library, archive and research service with customized search engines. Everglades Explorer’s mission is to provide easier location of quality and specific information, and improve quick access to data, publications and maps buried or scattered across the shallow and deeper web. The portal also provides records, links and archives connecting directly to video, sound recordings, pamphlets, books, photos, art, curriculum material, government reports, theses and dissertations, scientific data sets, and more.
  - This website is part content and part federated search. Content includes content archived specifically for this project through the Internet Archive’s Archive-It service, and available directly at [https://archive-it.org/home/everglades](https://archive-it.org/home/everglades).
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - Items are not represented in Mango as of Fall 2018, however some universities have catalog records for the Everglades Explorer site so the site shows up in Mango.

**Wolfsonian FIU Digital Image Catalog**

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://digital.wolfsonian.org/](http://digital.wolfsonian.org/)
- **Description:**
  - Sobek site hosted by FIU.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**
The Modern Dutch Collection and the Modern Italian Art and Design Collection are both PALMM collections.

**On Miami Beach**

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://www.on-miamibeach.com/](http://www.on-miamibeach.com/)
- **Description:**
  - The history, culture and people of Miami Beach. An informational and educational site introducing Miami Beach — the sounds, artifacts and images that make it the international center it has become.
  - Previously was the Miami Beach Digital Archive; previously at [http://digitalmiamibeacharchives.com/](http://digitalmiamibeacharchives.com/)
  - Sobek site.
- **OAI-PMH feed:** none identified
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - All content in this site is also in dPanther in the Miami Beach Digital Archives collection.

**Florida International University Special Collections & Archives**

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://archives.fiu.edu/](https://archives.fiu.edu/)
- **Description:**
  - Lyrasis hosted ArchivesSpace site.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Dublin Core: [https://archives.fiu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://archives.fiu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
  - EAD: [https://archives.fiu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead](https://archives.fiu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead)
  - MARC: [https://archives.fiu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc](https://archives.fiu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc)
  - MODS: [https://archives.fiu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_mods](https://archives.fiu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_mods)
  - Harvesting notes: ArchivesSpace makes records available at different levels of granularity. It recommended to look at what setSpec arguments are available, and consider harvesting at the set=collection level, in order to avoid harvesting repetitive records. Or, to harvest at different levels, and use facets to assist researchers in beginning broadly (ie. collection level records only) and scoping to more narrow results (ie. letters within a collection).
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - EAD records are part of Archives Florida.

**eCollections @ FIU Law Library**

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://ecollections.law.fiu.edu/](https://ecollections.law.fiu.edu/)
- **Description:**
  - BEPress Digital Commons hosted institutional repository for the FIU law school.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Dublin Core: [https://ecollections.law.fiu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://ecollections.law.fiu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
  - Qualified Dublin Core: [https://ecollections.law.fiu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core](https://ecollections.law.fiu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core)
  - ETDMS: [https://ecollections.law.fiu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms](https://ecollections.law.fiu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms)
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - Items are included in the Digital Commons Law Network ([http://network.bepress.com/law/](http://network.bepress.com/law/)).
Florida International University’s Internet Archive Contributions

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://archive.org/details/floridainternationaluniversity](https://archive.org/details/floridainternationaluniversity)
- **Description:**
  - Internet Archive page.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - All materials were digitized as part of the LYRASIS Digitization Collaborative. (See [https://archive.org/details/lyrasis&tab=about](https://archive.org/details/lyrasis&tab=about).)
  - All content in this digital library is in FIU’s institutional repository.

FIU Digital Library

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://fiu.digital.flvc.org](https://fiu.digital.flvc.org) (not a public site; holds materials for sharing to PALMM Islandora)
- **Description:**
  - Contains some, but not all, of FIU’s PALMM collections. The site is private and created only to share materials over to PALMM Islandora.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Special Note on this OAI-PMH feed: This repository is not available to the public, nor is the feed. Metadata is instead available via the PALMM Islandora site.
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - Shares material to the Florida Heritage Collection in PALMM Islandora.
  - Materials in PALMM Islandora are indexed in Mango. So, all content in this repository shows up in Mango via the PALMM Islandora presence.

GIS Projects at FIU

Coral Gables Virtual History

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://maps.fiu.edu/cgm/](http://maps.fiu.edu/cgm/)
  - Slides with presentations on the project also show it can be viewed using the Hypercities install at [http://hypercities.ats.ucla.edu](http://hypercities.ats.ucla.edu) along with a "South Florida Virtual History plug-in".
- **Description:**
  - A GIS project from the GIS Center at FIU.
  - Florida International University (FIU) has partnered with the City of Coral Gables to create a geospatially-enabled Virtual Historic City. With this tool, users may navigate to any point in the city at a selected time period (e.g. the Biltmore Hotel from the 1920s to 1940s), and experience the city as it was, through a wide variety of cultural artifacts and textual materials. A virtual walking tour of Coral Gables was also created, which includes an audio narration and 3D simulations providing the façade of historic buildings and landscape. The target audience includes students, educators, historians, public policy administrators, business people, entrepreneurs, architects, sociologists, environmental analysts, urban
planners, cultural heritage tourism, and the general public. The digital archive hosts digitized and rectified maps, architectural drawings, property parcels, and aerial photographs. Over 8,000 historical documents, photographs, oral histories, and maps have been spatially registered to their relevant locations and time.

- Project partners include: City of Coral Gables, FIU’s Digital Collections Center, FIU’s Geographic Information Systems Center, FIU’s Department of Landscape Architecture, and University of Florida Digital Collections.

BIKE - Bicycle Knowledge Explorer

- **URL for public viewing:**
  - Broward County: [http://bikebroward.fiu.edu/mpobike/](http://bikebroward.fiu.edu/mpobike/)
  - Miami Dade County: [http://bikemiami.fiu.edu/](http://bikemiami.fiu.edu/)
  - Palm Beach County: [http://bikepalm.fiu.edu/](http://bikepalm.fiu.edu/)
- **Description:**
  - A GIS project from the GIS Center at FIU.
  - Bicycle route planners. Each is designed as a joint effort by Florida International University GIS Center and University of Florida Geomatics Program at Fort Lauderdale Research and Education Center with input from local government and cyclists.

Digital Flora of Ucayali Peru

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://maps.fiu.edu/jgg/](http://maps.fiu.edu/jgg/)
- **Description:**
  - A GIS project from the GIS Center at FIU.
  - The primary dataset represents the vouchered botanical collections of James Graham and Jose Schunke Vigo in the Department of Ucayali, Peru, from October 1997 until the present. Over 3500 separate collections are included, many of which have associated images.

Historical US Coast and Geodetic Survey (USCGS) Aerial Photos - South Florida

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://maps.fiu.edu/sfchap](http://maps.fiu.edu/sfchap)
- **Description:**
  - A GIS project from the GIS Center at FIU.
  - This web-application hosts digitized US Coast and Geodetic Survey Aerial Photos from 1927, 1928, 1932, 1935, 1952 and 1954 of the South Florida coast. The original photographs are from the collection of film copies of Dr. Harold R. Wanless. The FIU GIS Center is responsible for digitization and creation of the download website. The project was funded by USGS. Each point represents a set of multi-lens photographs. A pop-up window provides a link to download the images. A significant number of collection images were copied on 35mm black and white film. They were scanned at 2400 dpi with a dedicated film scanner.

Mangrove Ecotone Vegetation Monitoring

- **URL for public viewing:**
- **Description:**
  - A GIS project from the GIS Center at FIU.
  - The Florida Coastal Everglades (FCE) LTER Program is part of the National Science Foundation’s Long Term Ecological Research (LTER) Network. FCE research focuses on the Everglades ecotone where
freshwater meets saltwater along the Florida coast, a hotspot for sea level rise effects. FCE researchers study how hydrology, climate, and human activities affect ecosystem and population dynamics in the ecotone and, more broadly, the Florida coastal Everglades. Daniel Gann and Jennifer Richards are providing a landscape context for some of this ongoing research in the southeastern coastal Everglades. Using WorldView-2 2x2 m pixel satellite imagery, supplemented by LiDAR data where available, they are mapping a 1-km-wide belt around six pre-existing, long-term nutrient- and salinity-monitoring transects that stretch from freshwater marshes in the north to mangrove marshes in the south, crossing the oligohaline ecotone. Vegetation class percent cover derived from these maps will be used to estimate vegetation biomass, relying on pre-existing and/or literature data for estimates of standing stock per unit area.

Million Orchid Project

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://maps.fiu.edu/orchids/](http://maps.fiu.edu/orchids/)
- **Description:**
  - A GIS project from the GIS Center at FIU.
  - With the help of students and volunteers from the local community, Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden is working to restore some of South Florida's most rare and endangered orchid species into our urban landscape. In partnership with researchers at Florida International University, the North American Orchid Conservation Center, local municipalities and over 100 local schools, Fairchild is propagating large quantities of native orchid plants from seed.

Monitoring of Tree Island Condition in the Southern Everglades

- **URL for public viewing:**
- **Description:**
  - A GIS project from the GIS Center at FIU.
  - The specific objectives of the project are:
    - To characterize relationships among the hydrologic regimes of adjacent marshes with demographic fluctuations in the hardwood forests.
    - To assess change in the structure and composition of both swamp forest and hardwood hammock.
    - To develop a tree island vegetation classification scheme based on canopy and understory vegetation types.
    - To develop and validate methods to consistently differentiate vegetation assemblage and to delineate their boundaries from spectral signatures of bi-seasonal satellite data and aerial photography.
    - To detect changes and trends in aerial extent of the relative proportion of different vegetation communities.
    - To investigate the correlation of vegetation changes in response to hydrological regime changes.

Unearthing St. Augustine's Colonial Heritage

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://maps.fiu.edu/saug/](http://maps.fiu.edu/saug/)
- **Description:**
  - A GIS project from the GIS Center at FIU.
  - The University of Florida (UF) has partnered with the City of St. Augustine to "unearth" archival repositories previously inaccessible to researchers worldwide. The digital archive supports research in a broad range of subjects: Florida and U.S. history, Spanish colonies, Native Americans, slavery,
exploration, architecture and urban planning, social and economic development, missionary work, military defenses and warfare. Over 25,000 photographs, maps, overlays of the city, architectural drawings, government records, transcriptions of key Spanish documents, and archaeology site summaries have been digitized, with a majority of them geo-located. The collection not only satisfies the needs of a wide variety of researchers including historians, archaeologists, architects, historic preservationists, and those in the digital humanities, but the project also helps in telling St. Augustine’s unique "story" of colonial heritage on a global scale. FIU GIS Center partnered with UF libraries to create this interactive web interface for this digital archive collection.

Vegetation Change Monitoring along Boundary Areas of Everglades National Park

- **URL for public viewing:**
- **Description:**
  - A GIS project from the GIS Center at FIU.
  - The primary objectives of this project are (1) to map species composition/vegetation patterns and their changes along the northern and eastern boundary of Everglades National Park (ENP) at a minimum mapping unit between 16-100 m² using remote sensing methods; and (2) to estimate the total biomass of dominant species vegetation classes and changes in biomass patterns over time.

West Africa Water Supply, Sanitation Hygiene (WAWASH) Knowledge Management System

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://wawash.fiu.edu/](http://wawash.fiu.edu/)
- **Description:**
  - A GIS project from the GIS Center at FIU.
  - A knowledge management tool developed by the GIS Center for to support project reporting tools, project publications, and a project data portal for materials related to the West Africa Water Supply, Sanitation Hygiene (WAWASH) Program.

Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) District Six Pedestrian Safety Web GIS Application

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://maps.fiu.edu/fdotgis](http://maps.fiu.edu/fdotgis)
- **Description:**
  - A GIS project from the GIS Center at FIU.
  - This web application includes: 1) Top 20 Pedestrian Crash Locations; 2) FDOT Crash Reporting Too; 3) FDOT Online Document Portal; 4) GIS Data Collection for Pedestrian Safety Tool. FIU-GIS Center handles data collection and the web development of the interactive website.

Sea Level Rise Toolbox

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://eyesontherise.org/app/](http://eyesontherise.org/app/)
- **Description:**
  - A GIS project from the GIS Center at FIU.
  - This interactive mapping using elevation data from the Google Elevation Service, and based on LiDAR elevation data from State of Florida Division of Emergency Management LiDAR project. The app’s main feature is an interactive sea level rise viewer where users can enter an address to visualize how up to a 6ft increase in sea level may affect their neighborhoods.

Faculty Residence Map Application
• **URL for public viewing:** [http://maps.fiu.edu/fiufacultyresidence/](http://maps.fiu.edu/fiufacultyresidence/)

• **Description:**
  o A GIS project from the GIS Center at FIU.
  o This interactive mapping application provide number of faculty residence by county and census block groups.

**WalkSmart Route Planner – Safe Routes to Schools**

• **URL for public viewing:** [http://maps.fiu.edu/srts/](http://maps.fiu.edu/srts/)

• **Description:**
  o A GIS project from the GIS Center at FIU.
  o The "WalkSmart Route Planner" is a Web application that dynamically identifies the designated elementary school for a home location and computes the safest route to that designated school. The criteria for the computation of the safest routes consider number of intersections, traffic lights, crosswalks, speed limits, road class, and sidewalks. A fully functioning interactive Web route planner for 63 selected schools in Miami-Dade County are included.

**Transportation Outreach Planner**

• **URL for public viewing:** [http://digir.fiu.edu/itis/index.html](http://digir.fiu.edu/itis/index.html)
  o More information and instructions on use are available at [http://mpotransportationoutreachplanner.org](http://mpotransportationoutreachplanner.org).

• **Description:**
  o A GIS project from the GIS Center at FIU.
  o The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) September 2003 Certification Report recommended that the Miami-Dade Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) incorporate 'Sociocultural Effect' features in its planning process to ensure community values and concerns receive proper attention throughout the entire transportation development process. In response, the Miami-Dade MPO created the Community Characteristics Project (CCP) in order to review the social, economic, and geographic characteristics of an area before public involvement (PI) efforts are initiated. In 2010 the Broward and Palm Beach MPOs joined the program, and the CCP was renamed the “Transportation Outreach Planner”. This web application has a suit of tools which help the managers and planner to make decisions relating to public outreach by providing an interactive demographic reporting tool, community background reports, and a set of public involvement strategy tools.

**Regional Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program (R-EMAP) III: Greater Everglades Whole-Ecosystem Monitoring and Assessment - Interactive Web Application**

• **URL for public viewing:** [http://maps.fiu.edu/gmaps/EverMap.php](http://maps.fiu.edu/gmaps/EverMap.php)

• **Description:**
  o A GIS project from the GIS Center at FIU.
  o The Everglades R-EMAP project for year 2005 produced large quantities of data collected at 232 sampling sites. Data collection and analysis is an on-going long-term activity conducted by scientists of different disciplines at irregular intervals of several years. The data sets collected for 2005 include biogeo-chemical (including mercury and hydro period), fish, invertebrate, periphyton, and plant data. Each sampling site is associated with a location, a description of the site to provide a general overview and photographs to provide a pictorial impression. The Geographic Information Systems Center (GIS Center) at Florida International University (FIU) has designed and implemented an enterprise database for long-term storage of the project's data in a central repository, providing the framework of data storage for
the continuity of future sampling campaigns and allowing integration of new sample data as it becomes available. In addition GIS Center provides this interactive web application for easy, quick and effective retrieval and visualization of that data.

Geoportal

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://dpanther2.fiu.edu:8080/geoportal/catalog/main/home.page](http://dpanther2.fiu.edu:8080/geoportal/catalog/main/home.page)
- **Description:**
  - A GIS project from the GIS Center at FIU.
  - "The Geoportal provides easy and convenient ways to share geospatial data. All it takes is just 3 simple steps: Find Data, Be a User, Share Data."

St. Augustine Restoration Digital Collection

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://staugustine.uflib.ufl.edu/StAuDC.htm](http://staugustine.uflib.ufl.edu/StAuDC.htm)
- **Description:**
  - A GIS project from the GIS Center at FIU.

Florida State University

Florida State University Digital Library

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://fsu.digital.flvc.org](https://fsu.digital.flvc.org)
- **Description:**
  - FLVC hosted Islandora site.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - This repository contributes items to several collections in PALMM Islandora.
  - Some collections represented in ASERL's Civil War in the American South digital library.
  - Materials are indexed in Mango.
  - Several collections are shared to the Sunshine State Digital Network (SSDN).

PLAID: People Living with and Inspired by Diabetes

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://theplaidjournal.com](http://theplaidjournal.com)
- **Description:**
  - Journal of the FSU College of Medicine.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**
A MARC record at the journal level has been added to the catalog and shows up in Mango.

**Florida State University Special Collections & Archives**

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://archives.lib.fsu.edu/](https://archives.lib.fsu.edu/)
- **Description:**
  - Lyrasis hosted ArchivesSpace site.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Dublin Core: [https://archives.lib.fsu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://archives.lib.fsu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
  - EAD: [https://archives.lib.fsu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead](https://archives.lib.fsu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead)
  - MARC: [https://archives.lib.fsu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc](https://archives.lib.fsu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc)
  - MODS: [https://archives.lib.fsu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_mods](https://archives.lib.fsu.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_mods)
  - Harvesting notes: ArchivesSpace makes records available at different levels of granularity. It is recommended to look at what setSpec arguments are available, and consider harvesting at the set=collection level, in order to avoid harvesting repetitive records. Or, to harvest at different levels, and use facets to assist researchers in beginning broadly (ie. collection level records only) and scoping to more narrow results (ie. letters within a collection).
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - EAD records are part of Archives Florida.

**Florida State University’s Internet Archive Contributions**

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://archive.org/details/floridastateuniversity](https://archive.org/details/floridastateuniversity)
- **Description:**
  - This collection includes holdings from the Florida State University Libraries, Special Collections and Heritage Protocol. Types of materials include Florida State University yearbooks, student newspapers, and related materials. Additional digitized collections from Florida State University are available online.
  - Internet Archive page.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - All materials were digitized as part of the LYRASIS Digitization Collaborative. (See [https://archive.org/details/lyrasis&tab=about](https://archive.org/details/lyrasis&tab=about).)

**FSU College of Law Scholarship Repository**

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://ir.law.fsu.edu](https://ir.law.fsu.edu)
- **Description:**
  - BEPress Digital Commons site.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Dublin Core: [https://ir.law.fsu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://ir.law.fsu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
  - Qualified Dublin Core: [https://ir.law.fsu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core](https://ir.law.fsu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core)
  - ETDS: [https://ir.law.fsu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms](https://ir.law.fsu.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms)
- **Participation in shared collections:**
Items are included in the Digital Commons Law Network (http://network.bepress.com/law/).

**LDbase: Learning Disabilities Dataset Repository**

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://ldbase.org/](https://ldbase.org/)
- **Description:**
  - In development Islandora 8 site.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - None available.
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - None identified.

**New College of Florida**

**New College Digital Collections**

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://ncf.sobek.ufl.edu](http://ncf.sobek.ufl.edu)
- **Description:**
  - The Digital Repository project of the Jane Bancroft Cook Library was designed to create a digital library of locally produced materials for use by the broader scholarly community. The project goal is to build an electronic platform for depositing, accessing and archiving institutionally produced materials. These materials include archival materials, teaching objects, research papers and articles, and data in the form of digital text documents, images, sound recordings, and other digital assets created by members of the New College community through their research and teaching. These materials will represent the intellectual and cultural output of Florida's public honors college.
  - Sobek site maintained by UF.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - None identified.

**New College Of Florida Special Collections & Archives**

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://archives.ncf.edu/](https://archives.ncf.edu/)
- **Description:**
  - Lyrasis hosted ArchivesSpace site.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Dublin Core: [https://archives.ncf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://archives.ncf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
  - EAD: [https://archives.ncf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead](https://archives.ncf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead)
  - MARC: [https://archives.ncf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc](https://archives.ncf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc)
  - MODS: [https://archives.ncf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_mods](https://archives.ncf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_mods)
  - Harvesting notes: ArchivesSpace makes records available at different levels of granularity. It recommended to look at what setSpec arguments are available, and consider harvesting at the set=collection level, in order to avoid harvesting repetitive records. Or, to harvest at different levels, and use facets to assist researchers in beginning broadly (ie. collection level records only) and scoping to more narrow results (ie. letters within a collection).
- **Participation in shared collections:**
EAD records are part of Archives Florida.

University of Central Florida

University of Central Florida Digital Library

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://ucf.digital.flvc.org](https://ucf.digital.flvc.org)
- **Description:**
  - FLVC hosted Islandora site.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - The UCF Floridiana collection shares materials to the Florida Heritage Collection in PALMM Islandora.
  - Materials are indexed in Mango.

UCF Digital Collections

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://digital.library.ucf.edu](http://digital.library.ucf.edu)
  - (Also accessible from [http://digitalcollections.net.ucf.edu](http://digitalcollections.net.ucf.edu).)
- **Description:**
  - ContentDM site.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - Contains materials which are part of the Florida Heritage Collection in PALMM.
  - Some materials are contributed to the Library of Congress's Veteran's History Project.

Special Collections & University Archives Collection Guides

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://scua.library.ucf.edu/](https://scua.library.ucf.edu/)
  - A splash page for this can be found at [http://library.ucf.edu/about/departments/special-collections-university-archives/special-collections/special-collections-collection-guides/](http://library.ucf.edu/about/departments/special-collections-university-archives/special-collections/special-collections-collection-guides/)
- **Description:**
  - Lyrasis hosted ArchivesSpace site.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Dublin Core: [https://scua.library.ucf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://scua.library.ucf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
  - EAD: [https://scua.library.ucf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead](https://scua.library.ucf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead)
  - MARC: [https://scua.library.ucf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc](https://scua.library.ucf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc)
  - MODS: [https://scua.library.ucf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_mods](https://scua.library.ucf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_mods)
  - Harvesting notes: ArchivesSpace makes records available at different levels of granularity. It recommended to look at what setSpec arguments are available, and consider harvesting at the set=collection level, in order to avoid harvesting repetitive records. Or, to harvest at different levels,
and use facets to assist researchers in beginning broadly (ie. collection level records only) and scoping to more narrow results (ie. letters within a collection).

- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - EAD records are part of Archives Florida.

### Central Florida Memory

- **Partners are**
  - Bethune-Cookman University Carl S. Swisher Learning Resources Center
  - Museum of Seminole County History
  - Orange County Library System
  - Orange County Regional History Center
  - Rollins College Olin Library
  - Stetson University DuPont-Ball Library
  - University of Central Florida Libraries
  - St. Luke’s Lutheran Church & School
  - Orlando Health Foundation

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://www.cfmemory.org](http://www.cfmemory.org)

- **Description:**
  - A front end to collections in UCF’s ContentDM is available at [http://digital.library.ucf.edu](http://digital.library.ucf.edu). No additional content on this page. Instead this has information about the Central Florida Memory project.

- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - This is the same feed as the UCF Digital Collections site, so you must use a setSpec argument to get to the Central Florida Memory content.

- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - None identified.
  - In a sense, Central Florida Memory is a shared collection. Materials for digitization were contributed by many different local archives in the central Florida region.

### Riches of Central Florida: Regional Initiative for Collecting the History, Experiences and Stories of Central Florida

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://richesmi.cah.ucf.edu/omeka/](https://richesmi.cah.ucf.edu/omeka/)

- **Description:**
  - This project builds on the recognition that businesses and local business people constitute the building blocks of our community. It focuses on collecting and archiving oral histories of Central Florida businesses. In addition, the project will collect documents such as diaries, letters, advertisements, and other materials. The project concentrates on businesses that have been in the area for over fifty years. We also seek materials and information on businesses that once were important in Central Florida but no longer exist. In addition to students and scholars, Building Blocks will aid policy makers, business people, entrepreneurs, and other groups interested in the Central Florida community. The information collected in the Building Blocks project will be made available through Central Florida Mosaic Interface that will visually demonstrate the role of business in our region's history. It will provide viewers with
maps from various periods of Central Florida history, with pop-up features for towns, roads, railroads, and some larger farms. When viewers click onto the pop-up, they will see images of the firms or farms in that area and read about the types of businesses that comprised the town. Excerpts from diaries that highlight the town or the business, business records, and oral histories will complete each popup. By clicking on maps from various eras, the viewer can see economic change over time. This project is historical, but it promises to have importance for both the present and the future. Community organizations can link to the website from their own. It can become a component of business and development presentations, conveying a sense of a specific location and its social and economic history. Teachers can use the site in their classrooms and for research projects. In ways like these, Building Blocks will use the past as a way for planning and thinking about how we got here, where we are now, and where we are headed in the future.

- Operated through UCF’s College of Arts and Humanities. NEH funded project.
- A list of collections is here: https://richesmi.cah.ucf.edu/omeka/collection-tree
- Omeka site. A portion of the site is an interactive map not built in Omeka, see https://richesmi.cah.ucf.edu.

**OAI-PMH feed:**
- Dublin Core: https://richesmi.cah.ucf.edu/omeka/oai-pmh-repository/request?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
- CDWA Lite: https://richesmi.cah.ucf.edu/omeka/oai-pmh-repository/request?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=cdwalite
- METS: https://richesmi.cah.ucf.edu/omeka/oai-pmh-repository/request?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=mets
- MODS: https://richesmi.cah.ucf.edu/omeka/oai-pmh-repository/request?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=mods
- RDF: https://richesmi.cah.ucf.edu/omeka/oai-pmh-repository/request?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rdf

**Participation in shared collections:**
- None identified.
- Some collections are initially built in RICHES and then materials are also loaded into other digital library platforms operated at UCF.
- In a sense, RICHES is a shared collection. Several collections include contributions from local archives and museums in the central Florida region.

**STARS: Showcase of Text, Archives, Research & Scholarship**

- **URL for public viewing:** https://stars.library.ucf.edu
- **Description:**
  - The purpose of STARS is to disseminate, publicize, and share works by, for, and about UCF. The intention is to provide access to this work as broadly as possible, and for as long as possible. Join Us! The repository is open to all faculty, staff, students and affiliates of UCF. Any UCF college, unit, department, lab, center, or institute is eligible to join. Student submissions may be subject to approval by the STARS coordinator in conjunction with a sponsoring faculty member. While content need not be authored by UCF faculty, students, or staff to be included in STARS, there does need to be an UCF affiliation. For example, a unit may use STARS to post papers from a conference they sponsored, which may include some UCF authors and many from other institutions. All that is required is that the sponsoring UCF unit decides that it is appropriate for their part of STARS.
Inventory of Digital Libraries

- BEPress Digital Commons site.

  - **OAI-PMH feed:**
    - Dublin Core: [https://stars.library.ucf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://stars.library.ucf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
    - Simple Dublin Core: [https://stars.library.ucf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=simple-dublin-core](https://stars.library.ucf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=simple-dublin-core)
    - Qualified Dublin Core: [https://stars.library.ucf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core](https://stars.library.ucf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core)
    - ETDMS: [https://stars.library.ucf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms](https://stars.library.ucf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms)

  - **Participation in shared collections:**
    - Items are included in the Digital Commons Network ([http://network.bepress.com](http://network.bepress.com)).

**UCF Art Gallery**

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://gallerycollection.cah.ucf.edu](http://gallerycollection.cah.ucf.edu)
- **Description:**
  - In Omeka.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - None identified.

**The Charles Brockden Brown Electronic Archive and Scholarly Edition**

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://www.brockdenbrown.cah.ucf.edu](http://www.brockdenbrown.cah.ucf.edu)
- **Description:**
  - The Charles Brockden Brown Electronic Archive and Scholarly Edition aims to identify, transcribe, organize, and ultimately edit Brown's uncollected writings, making them searchable in an electronic environment. Access to these texts will cast new light on Brown as a novelist, editor, and historian, revise his stature among the intellectuals of the new republic, and enhance our understanding of authorship and the dynamics of print culture in his day. Users may browse “The Comprehensive Primary Bibliography of the Writings of Charles Brockden Brown, 1783-1822” or search full-text transcriptions of 982 TEI P5-encoded texts, which include all of Brown’s novels, periodical writings, letter manuscripts (facsimile), and other writings and writings designated as “hybrid” because of his use of material by other authors.
  - **OAI-PMH feed:** none
  - **Participation in shared collections:**
    - None identified.

**University of Florida**

**University of Florida Digital Collections**

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://ufdc.ufl.edu](https://ufdc.ufl.edu)
- **Description:**
  - Sobek site run by UF (on servers maintained by FLVC).
  - Significant collections:
    - Digital Library of the Carribean
    - Florida Digital Newspaper Library
    - Florida and Puerto Rico Newspaper Project
• Digital Military Newspaper Collection
• Jewish Diaspora Collection
• Celebrating Cuba!

• **OAI-PMH feed:**

• **Participation in shared collections:**
  o Many of these collections are PALMM collections.
  o UF includes MARC records in the local catalog for many digital library materials. These MARC records are in Mango.

**University of Florida - Retrospective Dissertation Scanning Project**

• **URL for public viewing:** [https://archive.org/details/UFRDS](https://archive.org/details/UFRDS)
• **Description:**
  o Retrospectively digitized theses and dissertations from 1934 to 2006. These materials are also in the University of Florida Digital Collections at [http://ufdc.ufl.edu/](http://ufdc.ufl.edu/).
  o Internet Archive site.

• **OAI-PMH feed:**

• **Participation in shared collections:**
  o None identified.

**Orange Grove Texts**

• **URL for public viewing:** [http://orangegrovetexts.org](http://orangegrovetexts.org)
  o (All materials are also stored in the UFDC at [http://ufdc.ufl.edu/ogt](http://ufdc.ufl.edu/ogt).)
• **Description:**
  o Orange Grove Text Plus (OGT+) is a joint initiative of the University Press of Florida and The Orange Grove, Florida’s Digital Repository. The goal of this partnership is to reduce the cost of books to students by offering texts that are affordable, accessible, and adaptable to reader preferences.

• **OAI-PMH feed:** none
  o This is the same feed as the UFDC (you can pull a list of setSpec arguments here [http://orangegrovetexts.org/sobekcm_oai.aspx?verb=ListSets](http://orangegrovetexts.org/sobekcm_oai.aspx?verb=ListSets) and this list includes all UFDC materials). In order to harvest just Orange Grove materials, you would use a setSpec argument. However, it is not possible to do so, because no setSpec argument is available to isolate the Orange Grove Texts materials.

• **Participation in shared collections:**
  o None identified.

**UF Law Scholarship Repository**

• **URL for public viewing:** [https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/](https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/)
• **Description:**
  o BEPress Digital Commons site paid through the UF College of Law library.

• **OAI-PMH feed:**
  o Dublin Core: [https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
o Qualified Dublin Core: [https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core](https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core)
o ETDMS: [https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms](https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms)

**Participation in shared collections:**
o Items are included in the Digital Commons Law Network (http://network.bepress.com/law/).

**University of Florida George A. Smathers Libraries’s Internet Archive Contributions**

**URL for public viewing:** [https://archive.org/details/univ_florida_smathers](https://archive.org/details/univ_florida_smathers)

**Description:**
o The University of Florida George A. Smathers Libraries sends selected library materials to Internet Archive for scanning and online access from a variety of units and collections within the Libraries. These include but are not limited to U. S. Government Documents, UF print Dissertations, Duplicates from the storage collection and the Panama Canal Museum Collection. The Internet Archive pre-scanning processing operation at the Libraries is managed by the Preservation Department.
o Internet Archive page.

**OAI-PMH feed:**

**Participation in shared collections:**
o All materials were digitized as part of the LYRASIS Digitization Collaborative. (See [https://archive.org/details/lyrasis&tab=about](https://archive.org/details/lyrasis&tab=about).)

**VIVO**

**URL for public viewing:** [http://vivo.ufl.edu/](http://vivo.ufl.edu/)

**Description:**
o Database of faculty publications and presentations, university departments, grants, etc. It retrieves citations for works, including a DOI. This is metadata only, and not files or full text.
o Run in VIVO software ( [http://www.vivoweb.org/](http://www.vivoweb.org/)).

**OAI-PMH feed:** none

**Participation in shared collections:**
o None identified.

**FLMNH Specify Web Portals**

**URL for public viewing:** [http://specifyportal.flmnh.ufl.edu/](http://specifyportal.flmnh.ufl.edu/)

**Description:**
o The Florida Museum of Natural History (FLMNH) has built up numerous databases over the years with information about specimen collections and regional flora and fauna. The FLMNH is currently in the process of moving all specimen databases into one central portal: The Specify Web Portals.
o Running on Specify Software Project’s Specify software.

**OAI-PMH feed:** none identified

**Participation in shared collections:**
o Shares records to iDigBio.
University of Florida Press: Journals

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://journals.upress.ufl.edu/](http://journals.upress.ufl.edu/)
- **Description:**
  - Run in Open Journal Systems (OJS) software hosted by the University Press of Florida.
- **OAI-PMH feed: Significant collections:**
  - Delos: A Journal of Translation and World Literature
  - Bioarchaeology International (subscription required for most content)
  - Florida Tax Review (subscription required for most content)
  - Rhetoric of Health & Medicine (subscription required for most content)
  - Forensic Anthropology (subscription required for most content)
  - Journal of Global South Studies (subscription required for most content)
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Individual feed exists for each journal and it is impossible to get a site-wide feed. Recommend using setSpec arguments to weed out Table of Contents, etc.
  - Only journals with significant open access content are listed here.
  - Delos: A Journal of Translation and World Literature
    - **Dublin Core:** [http://journals.upress.ufl.edu/delos/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](http://journals.upress.ufl.edu/delos/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
    - **MARCXML:** [http://journals.upress.ufl.edu/delos/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml](http://journals.upress.ufl.edu/delos/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml)
    - **RFC1807:** [http://journals.upress.ufl.edu/delos/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807](http://journals.upress.ufl.edu/delos/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807)
    - **OAIMARC:** [http://journals.upress.ufl.edu/delos/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc](http://journals.upress.ufl.edu/delos/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc)
    - **NLM:** [http://journals.upress.ufl.edu/delos/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=nlm](http://journals.upress.ufl.edu/delos/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=nlm)
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - None identified.

University of North Florida Digital Commons

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://digitalcommons.unf.edu/](https://digitalcommons.unf.edu/)
- **Description:**
  - UNF Digital Commons is a service of the Thomas G. Carpenter Library. It is a digital representation of the research, scholarly output, and special collections of the University of North Florida community.
  - The mission of the UNF Digital Commons is to:
    - Support university scholarship
    - Expand accessibility to university archives and special collections
    - Promote the history and heritage of the northeast Florida region
  - BEPress Digital Commons site.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Dublin Core: [https://digitalcommons.unf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://digitalcommons.unf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
  - Qualified Dublin Core: [https://digitalcommons.unf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core](https://digitalcommons.unf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core)
  - ETDMS: [https://digitalcommons.unf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms](https://digitalcommons.unf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms)
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - Items are included in the Digital Commons Network (http://network.bepress.com).
University of North Florida Special Collections & Archives

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://archives.unf.edu/](https://archives.unf.edu/)
- **Description:**
  - This database provides extensive descriptions and inventories of collections and resources held by the Special Collections Section of the Thomas G. Carpenter Library. Two major units of Special Collections in the database are:
    - **Personal papers and primary source materials of prominent individuals and organizations in the Northeast Florida region.** Major holdings include the papers of: Eartha M. M. White; John E. Mathews, Jr.; George W. Simons, Jr.; and Arthur N. Sollee, Sr. These collections are varied and may contain correspondence, ephemera, printed materials, photographs, realia and memorabilia, subject files, video and sound recordings, and other items arranged in boxes and folders. The detailed contents of the collections are described in the finding aids in this database. Access is provided to digital images and links to full text resources when available.
    - **University Archives.** The Archives collection is the repository of significant university publications and records that document its history and activities. A large variety of materials relating to the history of the University from its beginnings in 1969-70 to the present are preserved and maintained. The collection includes catalogs, schedules, correspondence, handbooks, newspapers, reports and publications, photographs, memoranda, and other materials pertaining to the operations and functions of the University, its faculty, staff, and students. Specific materials range from complete sets of university catalogs and newspapers to official gifts given to the University, photographs of university events, and initial campus planning documents. Access is provided to digital images and links to full text resources when available.
  - Lyrasis hosted ArchivesSpace site.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Dublin Core: [https://archives.unf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://archives.unf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
  - EAD: [https://archives.unf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead](https://archives.unf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead)
  - MARC: [https://archives.unf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc](https://archives.unf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc)
  - MODS: [https://archives.unf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai.mods](https://archives.unf.edu/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai.mods)
  - Harvesting notes: ArchivesSpace makes records available at different levels of granularity. It is recommended to look at what setSpec arguments are available, and consider harvesting at the set=collection level, in order to avoid harvesting repetitive records. Or, to harvest at different levels, and use facets to assist researchers in beginning broadly (ie. collection level records only) and scoping to more narrow results (ie. letters within a collection).
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - EAD records are part of Archives Florida.

The Lower St. Johns River Report Digital Archive

- **URL for public viewing:** On hiatus; anticipated to relaunch in December 2019.
- **Description:**
  - This website is a companion to the State of the Lower St. Johns River Report (website). It contains over 95% of the literature referenced in the 2012-2015 reports and, where possible, provides access to a digital copy of the material, either directly or via a link to the publisher. The archive is searchable across all the content, including the text of material, either through a keyword or full-text search. Over time additional content from the 2008-2011 reports will be added to provide a comprehensive resource about research on the lower St. Johns River.
  - Holds some citations and some full text resources.
• **OAI-PMH feed:** none; This is a Fedora Commons install with CakePHP as a front end. The front end is custom coded and has no OAI-PMH feed as of Spring 2016.

• **Participation in shared collections:**
  o None identified.

**UNF Collections**

• **URL for public viewing:** [https://unf.digital.flvc.org](https://unf.digital.flvc.org) (not a public site; holds materials for sharing to PALMM Islandora)

• **Description:**
  o FLVC hosted Islandora site.

• **OAI-PMH feed:**
  o Special Note on this OAI-PMH feed: This repository is not available to the public, nor is the feed. Metadata is instead available via the PALMM Islandora site.

• **Participation in shared collections:**
  o Shares material to the Florida Heritage Collection in PALMM Islandora.
  o Materials in PALMM Islandora are indexed in Mango. So, all content in this repository shows up in Mango via the PALMM Islandora presence.

**University of South Florida**

**University of South Florida Scholars Commons**

• **URL for public viewing:** [https://scholarcommons.usf.edu](https://scholarcommons.usf.edu)

• **Description:**
  o Scholar Commons, a service of the University of South Florida Tampa Library, is a virtual showcase for USF's research and creative energies. Members of the USF academic community are encouraged to contribute any completed scholarship for long-term preservation and worldwide electronic accessibility. Search engine optimization within Scholar Commons means your publications are easily found via a web search. As an author, you can track interest in your work through the author dashboard or monthly readership reports sent via email.
  o BEPress Digital Commons site

• **OAI-PMH feed:**
  o Dublin Core: [https://scholarcommons.usf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://scholarcommons.usf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
  o Qualified Dublin Core: [https://scholarcommons.usf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core](https://scholarcommons.usf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core)
  o ETDMS: [https://scholarcommons.usf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms](https://scholarcommons.usf.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms)

• **Participation in shared collections:**
  o Items are included in the Digital Commons Network (http://network.bepress.com).

**USF Libraries Digital Collections**

• **URL for public viewing:** [https://digital.lib.usf.edu/](https://digital.lib.usf.edu/)

• **Description:**
  o Sobek site.
• **OAI-PMH feed:**

• **Participation in shared collections:**
  - Several collections are shared to the Sunshine State Digital Network (SSDN).

**University of South Florida Libraries Online Exhibits Presented by Special and Digital Collections**

• **URL for public viewing:** [http://exhibits.lib.usf.edu](http://exhibits.lib.usf.edu)
• **Description:**
  - Omeka site used only for exhibits display.
• **OAI-PMH feed:** unknown (no OAI-PMH feed was located, but the software used for this site is known to support OAI-PMH functionality)
• **Participation in shared collections:**
  - None identified.

**Digital USFSP**

• **URL for public viewing:** [https://digital.usfsp.edu](https://digital.usfsp.edu)
• **Description:**
  - BEPress Digital Commons site.
• **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Dublin Core: [https://digital.usfsp.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://digital.usfsp.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
  - Qualified Dublin Core: [https://digital.usfsp.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core](https://digital.usfsp.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qualified-dublin-core)
  - ETDMS: [https://digital.usfsp.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms](https://digital.usfsp.edu/do/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms)
• **Participation in shared collections:**
  - None identified.

**USF Digital Library**

• **URL for public viewing:** [https://usf.digital.flvc.org](https://usf.digital.flvc.org) (not a public site; holds materials for sharing to PALMM Islandora)
• **Description:**
• **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Special Note on this OAI-PMH feed: This repository is not available to the public, nor is the feed. Metadata is instead available via the PALMM Islandora site.
• **Participation in shared collections:**
  - Shares material to the Florida Heritage Collection in PALMM Islandora.
  - Materials in PALMM Islandora are indexed in Mango. So, all content in this repository shows up in Mango via the PALMM Islandora presence.
University of West Florida

University of West Florida Archives and West Florida History Center

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://uwf.lyrasistechology.org/](https://uwf.lyrasistechology.org/)
- **Description:**
  - Lyris hosted ArchivesSpace site.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Dublin Core: [https://uwf.lyrasistechology.org/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://uwf.lyrasistechology.org/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
  - EAD: [https://uwf.lyrasistechology.org/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead](https://uwf.lyrasistechology.org/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_ead)
  - MARC: [https://uwf.lyrasistechology.org/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc](https://uwf.lyrasistechology.org/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc)
  - MODS: [https://uwf.lyrasistechology.org/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_mods](https://uwf.lyrasistechology.org/oai/?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_mods)
  - Harvesting notes: ArchivesSpace makes records available at different levels of granularity. It is recommended to look at what setSpec arguments are available, and consider harvesting at the set=collection level, in order to avoid harvesting repetitive records. Or, to harvest at different levels, and use facets to assist researchers in beginning broadly (ie. collection level records only) and scoping to more narrow results (ie. letters within a collection).
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - EAD records are part of Archives Florida.

UWF Institutional Repository

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://ir.uwf.edu/](https://ir.uwf.edu/)
- **Description:**
  - An online showcase of research, scholarship, and creativity from the UWF community. The IR serves as a digital archive of research and publications contributed by University faculty, staff, and students, and digital library resources contributed by the Library and the University Archives and West Florida History Center.
  - Islandora site hosted with Lyrasis.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Dublin Core: [https://ir.uwf.edu/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc](https://ir.uwf.edu/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc)
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - None identified.

UWF Digital Library

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://uwf.digital.flvc.org](https://uwf.digital.flvc.org)
- **Description:**
  - The Digital Library of the University of West Florida.
  - Islandora site hosted by FLVC.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - Shares materials in the West Florida Photohistory / Bell Photograph Collection to PALMM Islandora.
  - Materials are indexed in Mango.
Digital Libraries with Actionable Metadata Held by Florida Colleges

Broward College

Broward College Archives and Special Collections

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://archive.org/details/browardcollege](https://archive.org/details/browardcollege)
- **Description:**
  - Internet Archive hosted collection.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - Dublin Core:
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - All materials were digitized as part of the LYRASIS Digitization Collaborative. (See [https://archive.org/details/lyrasis&tab=about](https://archive.org/details/lyrasis&tab=about).)

Broward College Digital Library

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://broward.digital.flvc.org/](https://broward.digital.flvc.org/)
- **Description:**
  - FLVC hosted Islandora site.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - Materials are indexed in Mango.

Chipola College

Chipola collections in PLAN's Florida's Hidden Treasures

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://image.flhiddentreasures.com/chipola/jsp/RcWebBrowseCollections.jsp](https://image.flhiddentreasures.com/chipola/jsp/RcWebBrowseCollections.jsp)
- **Description:**
  - (A set of collections in the Panhandle Library Access Network's Florida's Hidden Treasures digital archive. Florida's Hidden Treasures digital archive is built in ResCarta software.)
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - All content here is in the Panhandle Library Access Network's shared site Florida's Hidden Treasures.
Florida SouthWestern State College

Florida SouthWestern State College's Internet Archive Contributions

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://archive.org/details/fswlibraries](https://archive.org/details/fswlibraries)
- **Description:**
  - Internet Archive page.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - All materials were digitized as part of the LYRASIS Digitization Collaborative. (See [https://archive.org/details/lyrasis&tab=about](https://archive.org/details/lyrasis&tab=about).

Florida State College at Jacksonville

Florida State College at Jacksonville Digital Archive

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://fscj.digital.flvc.org](https://fscj.digital.flvc.org)
- **Description:**
  - FLVC hosted Islandora site.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - Materials are indexed in Mango.

Gulf Coast State College

GCSC Memory Collection Digital Archive

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://gcsc.digital.flvc.org/](https://gcsc.digital.flvc.org/)
- **Description:**
  - FLVC hosted Islandora site.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - Materials are indexed in Mango.

Hillsborough Community College

Hillsborough Community College Digital Library

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://hccfl.digital.flvc.org/](https://hccfl.digital.flvc.org/)
• Description:
  o FLVC hosted Islandora site.
• OAI-PMH feed:
  o Dublin Core: https://hccfl.digital.flvc.org/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  o ETDMS: https://hccfl.digital.flvc.org/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms
  o MODS: https://hccfl.digital.flvc.org/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=mods
• Participation in shared collections:
  o None identified.
  o This is a recently launched site. In future, it is anticipated that materials would be represented in Mango.

Indian River State College

IRSC Collections

• URL for public viewing: https://irsc.digital.flvc.org
• Description:
  o FLVC hosted Islandora site.
• OAI-PMH feed:
• Participation in shared collections:
  o None identified.

Lake–Sumter State College

LSSC Digital Library

• URL for public viewing: https://lssc.digital.flvc.org
• Description:
  o FLVC Islandora hosted repository.
• OAI-PMH feed:
  o Dublin Core: https://lssc.digital.flvc.org/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  o ETDMS: https://lssc.digital.flvc.org/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_etdms
  o MODS: https://lssc.digital/flvc.org/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=mods
• Participation in shared collections:
  o None identified.

Palm Beach State College Archives

Palm Beach State College Archives

• URL for public viewing: https://archive.org/details/palmbeachstate
• Description:
  o Internet Archive site.
• OAI-PMH feed:
Digital Libraries

- Participation in shared collections:
  - All materials were digitized as part of the LYRASIS Digitization Collaborative. (See https://archive.org/details/lyrasis&tab=about.)

Panther Online Learning Objects

- URL for public viewing: http://cdm16073.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/
- Description:
  - CONTENTdm.
- OAI-PMH feed:
- Participation in shared collections:
  - Some materials shared to Orange Grove.

Polk State College

Polk State College Digital Archives

- URL for public viewing: http://polk.digital.flvc.org
- Description:
  - FLVC Islandora hosted repository.
- OAI-PMH feed:
  - Dublin Core: https://polk.digital.flvc.org/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
- Participation in shared collections:
  - None identified.

Pensacola State College of Florida

Pensacola State College Digital Archives

- URL for public viewing: http://psc.digital.flvc.org
- Description:
  - FLVC Islandora hosted repository.
- OAI-PMH feed:
  - Dublin Core: https://psc.digital.flvc.org/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  - MODS: https://psc.digital.flvc.org/oai2?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=mods
- Participation in shared collections:
Seminole State College of Florida

Seminole State College of Florida Digital Collections Home

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://seminolestate.sobek.ufl.edu/](http://seminolestate.sobek.ufl.edu/)
- **Description:**
  - Sobek powered by UF.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - None identified.

State College of Florida

SCF Digital Library

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://scf.digital.flvc.org](https://scf.digital.flvc.org)
- **Description:**
  - Islandora site hosted by FLVC.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - None identified.

St. Petersburg College

St. Petersburg College Digital Archives

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://spc.digital.flvc.org](https://spc.digital.flvc.org)
- **Description:**
  - Islandora site hosted by FLVC.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**

None identified.
Valencia College

Valencia College Digital Library

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://valencia.digital.flvc.org](https://valencia.digital.flvc.org)
- **Description:**
  - Islandora site hosted by FLVC.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - None identified.

Florida Virtual Campus hosted digital libraries

FLVC's Electronic Theses and Dissertations (ETD) server

- **Participation from:**
  - University of Central Florida (UCF)
  - University of Florida (UF)
  - University of South Florida (USF)
  - University of West Florida (UWF)
- **URL for public viewing:** none; These are available through library catalogs, and MARC records are created and loaded to the statewide catalog when the embargo is lifted on an ETD.
  - [http://etd.fcla.edu/](http://etd.fcla.edu/)
  - There is no public interface to this service. Instead, ETDs are loaded under embargo. When the embargo is lifted, and the ETD goes public, a catalog record is created and automatically loaded to the statewide catalog.
  - Some universities using the service also have alternative interfaces to this collection of ETDs. For example, University of Central Florida loads a record for each ETD into its ContentDM system and then has an outgoing link to each individual ETD in the FLVC's ETD server service (See interface here [https://digital.library.ucf.edu/cdm/search/collection/ETD](https://digital.library.ucf.edu/cdm/search/collection/ETD)).
- **Description:**
  - Your graduate school or library provides software allowing students to upload and describe their ETDs (such as Virginia Tech's open source ETD-DB) and sends FLVC a copy of the accepted final ETD along with descriptive metadata in METS format. FLVC will host the URL online, provide a PURL for it, create a catalog record in your own Aleph OPAC, submit the ETD to the Florida Digital Archive, and manage access controls. Optionally, we can handle sending the ETD or an abstract to UMI.
- **Significant collections:**
  - Electronic Theses and Dissertations
- **OAI-PMH feed:** none
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - When an embargo is lifted on an ETD, a catalog record is created by the ETD server, and loaded to library’s catalog.
  - Materials are indexed in Mango via catalog records.
Florida Online Journals

- Participation from:
  - Florida Atlantic University (FAU)
  - Florida Polytechnic University
  - Florida State University (FSU)
  - University of Central Florida (UCF)
  - University of Florida (UF)
  - New College of Florida
  - Seminole State College
  - Tallahassee Community College

- URL for public viewing: https://journals.flvc.org

- Description:
  - Scholarly journals published through colleges and universities in Florida.
  - Hosted by FLVC/FALSC in Open Journal Systems (OJS) version 3 software.

- Significant collections:
  - Arkivoc
  - Journal of Art for Life
  - Journal of Assessment in Higher Education
  - Broward Legacy
  - Chemical Engineering Education
  - Journal of Coastal Research
  - Democratic Communiqué
  - EDIS
  - FAU Undergraduate Law Journal
  - FAU Undergraduate Research Journal
  - Florida Entomologist
  - The Florida Geographer
  - Florida Libraries
  - Florida Linguistics Papers
  - HEAL: Humanism Evolving through Arts and Literature
  - Holarctic Lepidoptera
  - iCascade
  - International Journal of Intelligence Ethics
  - International Journal of Student Scholarship in Physical Therapy
  - Insecta Mundi
  - Journal of Nematology
  - Nematologia Mediterranea
  - Nematropica
  - The OWL
  - Proceedings of the Florida State Horticultural Society
  - The Journal of Public Interest Communications
  - Selbyana
  - Society of Florida Archivist Journal
  - Society for Vocational Psychology Conference
  - Tropical Lepidoptera Research
  - UF Journal of Undergraduate Research

- OAI-PMH feed:
Individual feed exists for each journal and it is impossible to get a site-wide feed. Recommend using setSpec arguments to weed out Table of Contents, etc.

Only journals with significant open access content are listed here.

Arkivoc: (liaised through UF):
- Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/arkivoc/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
- MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/arkivoc/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
- RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/arkivoc/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
- OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/arkivoc/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

Journal of Art for Life: (liaised through FSU):
- Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/jafl/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
- MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/jafl/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
- OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/jafl/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

Journal of Assessment in Higher Education: (liaised through UF):
- Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/assessment/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc

Broward Legacy: (liaised through FAU):
- Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/browardlegacy/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
- MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/browardlegacy/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
- RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/browardlegacy/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
- OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/browardlegacy/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

Chemical Engineering Education: (liaised through UF):
- Dublin Core: http://journals.flvc.org/cee/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
- MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/cee/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
- RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/cee/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
- OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/cee/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

Journal of Coastal Research: (liaised through FAU):
- Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/jcr/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
- MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/jcr/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
- OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/jcr/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

Democratic Communiqué: (liaised through FAU):
- Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/demcom/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
- MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/demcom/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
- RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/demcom/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
- OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/demcom/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

EDIS: (liaised through UF):
- Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/edis/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
- MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/edis/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
- RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/edis/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
- OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/edis/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
o FAU Undergraduate Law Journal: (liaised through FAU):

o FAU Undergraduate Research Journal: (liaised through FAU):
  ▪ Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/faurj/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  ▪ MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/faurj/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
  ▪ RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/faurj/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
  ▪ OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/faurj/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

o Florida Entomologist: (liaised through FLVC):
  ▪ Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/flaent/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  ▪ MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/flaent/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
  ▪ RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/flaent/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
  ▪ OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/flaent/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

o The Florida Geographer: (liaised through FAU):
  ▪ Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/flgeog/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  ▪ MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/flgeog/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
  ▪ RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/flgeog/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
  ▪ OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/flgeog/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

o Florida Libraries: (liaised through FLVC):
  ▪ Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/flalib/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  ▪ MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/flalib/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
  ▪ RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/flalib/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
  ▪ OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/flalib/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

o Florida Linguistics Papers: (liaised through UF):
  ▪ Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/floridalinguisticspapers/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  ▪ MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/floridalinguisticspapers/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
  ▪ RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/floridalinguisticspapers/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
  ▪ OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/floridalinguisticspapers/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

o HEAL: Humanism Evolving through Arts and Literature: (liaised through FSU):
  ▪ Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/heal/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  ▪ MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/heal/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
  ▪ RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/heal/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
  ▪ OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/heal/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc
Inventory of Digital Libraries

- Holarctic Lepidoptera: (liaised through UF):
  - Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/holarctic/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  - MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/holarctic/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
  - RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/holarctic/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
  - OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/holarctic/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

- iCascade: (liaised through Florida Polytechnic University):
  - Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/flpoly/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  - MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/flpoly/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
  - RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/flpoly/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
  - OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/flpoly/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

- International Journal of Intelligence Ethics: (liaised through UF):
  - Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/ijie/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  - MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/ijie/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
  - OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/ijie/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

- International Journal of Student Scholarship in Physical Therapy: (liaised through UF):
  - Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/ijsrpt/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  - MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/ijsrpt/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
  - RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/ijsrpt/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
  - OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/ijsrpt/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

- Insecta Mundi: (liaised through FLVC):
  - Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/mundi/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  - MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/mundi/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
  - RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/mundi/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
  - OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/mundi/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

- Nematologia Mediterranea: (liaised through FLVC):
  - Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/nemamedi/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  - MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/nemamedi/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
  - RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/nemamedi/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
  - OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/nemamedi/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

- Journal of Nematology: (liaised through FLVC):
  - Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/jon/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  - MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/jon/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
  - OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/jon/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

- Nematropica: (liaised through FLVC):
  - Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/nematropica/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  - MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/nematropica/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
  - OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/nematropica/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

- The OWL: (liaised through FSU):
  - Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/owl/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  - MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/owl/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
  - RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/owl/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
  - OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/owl/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

- Proceedings of the Florida State Horticultural Society: (liaised through UF):
• Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/fsghs/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
  • MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/fsghs/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
  • RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/fsghs/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
  • OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/fsghs/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

  o The Journal of Public Interest Communications: (liaised through UF):
    • Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/jpic/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    • MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/jpic/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    • RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/jpic/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
    • OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/jpic/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

  o Selbyana: (liaised through New College):
    • Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/selbyana/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    • MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/selbyana/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    • RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/selbyana/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
    • OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/selbyana/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

  o Society of Florida Archivists Journal: (liaised through FSU):
    • Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/sfaj/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    • MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/sfaj/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    • RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/sfaj/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
    • OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/sfaj/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

  o Society for Vocational Psychology Conference: (liaised through FSU):
    • Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/svp2016/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    • MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/svp2016/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    • RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/svp2016/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
    • OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/svp2016/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

  o SOURCE: the Magazine of the University of Florida George A. Smathers Libraries: (liaised through UF):
    • Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/source/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    • MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/source/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    • RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/source/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
    • OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/source/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

  o Studies in African Linguistics: (liaised through UF):
    • Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/sal/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    • MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/sal/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    • RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/sal/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
    • OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/sal/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

  o Tropical Lepidoptera Research: (liaised through UF):
    • Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/troplep/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    • MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/troplep/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    • RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/troplep/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
    • OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/troplep/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

  o UF Journal of Undergraduate Research: (liaised through UF):
    • Dublin Core: https://journals.flvc.org/UFJUR/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
    • MARCXML: https://journals.flvc.org/UFJUR/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=marcxml
    • RFC1807: https://journals.flvc.org/UFJUR/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=rfc1807
    • OAIMARC: https://journals.flvc.org/UFJUR/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_marc

• Participation in shared collections:
  o Several journals are PALMM collections.
Orange Grove

- Participation from:
  - Broward College
  - Chipola College
  - College of Central Florida
  - Daytona State College
  - Eastern Florida State College
  - Florida Gulf Coast University
  - Florida State College at Jacksonville
  - Florida State University
  - Indian River State College
  - Miami Dade College
  - Northwest Florida State College
  - Palm Beach State College
  - Pasco-Hernando State College
  - Polk State College
  - Santa Fe College
  - Seminole State College
  - South Florida State College
  - St. Petersburg College
  - Tallahassee Community College
  - University of West Florida
  - Valencia College

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://florida.theorangegrove.org](http://florida.theorangegrove.org)

- **Description:**
  - Open educational resources.
  - Has several full text textbooks, and other scholarly material.
  - Operating on Equella software.

- **Significant collections:**
  - Open Courseware: OpenCourseWare, or OCW, are course materials created by universities and shared freely with the world via the internet. This collection will offer open courseware from many sources.
  - Open Textbooks: Collection also includes a subtopic with hundreds of recently published science, technology, engineering, and math open books harvested from InTech.
  - OG3D: The Orange Grove 3d is a collection of printable 3d object models. The models are either public domain, or licensed under an open schema including Creative Commons, GPL, or 3DPL. Models are tagged, searchable by subject category, and sometimes may include a Florida Common Course number for a course in which the model has been used.
  - Higher Education Resources: Resources tagged as being appropriate for community college, higher education, vocational education, or continuing education. The over 40,000 Harvested Resources are not tagged in this manner. Using the Advanced Search function on the left navigation panel yields the highest number of targeted and relevant resources. Use the Filter by keyword, located to the right side of the screen, to define a search within this collection.
  - K-12 Resources: Resources tagged as being appropriate for K-12. The over 40,000 Harvested Resources are not tagged in this manner. Using the Advanced Search function on the left navigation panel yields the highest number of targeted and relevant resources within the repository. Use the Filter by keyword, located to the right side of the screen, to define a search within this collection.

- **OAI-PMH feed:**
Shareable Content Object Repositories for Education (SCORE):  

All (appears to be a native format):  

Learning Object Metadata:  

- Participation in shared collections:  
  - None identified.

Collaborative Digital Libraries with Significant Participation from Public Higher Education

Digital Library of the Caribbean

- URL for public viewing:  https://www.dloc.com
- Description:  
  - Sobek site hosted by UF on FLVC's servers.
- OAI-PMH feed:  
  - This is the same feed as the UFDC, so you must use a setSpec argument to get to the DLOC materials.  The URLs coming out of the OAI-PMH repository are to UFDC locations of materials, and not to DLOC locations.  Either this shouldn't be harvested, or the harvest should be modified to link in to DLOC URLs.
- Participation in shared collections:  
  - Participating institutions are listed here:  https://www.dloc.com/partners.  They include the following Florida higher education institutions:  
    - Florida International University (FIU)
    - Florida State University (FSU)
    - University of Central Florida (UCF)
    - University of Florida (UF)
    - University of South Florida (USF)
    - “Administered by Florida International University (FIU) in partnership with the University of the Virgin Islands (UVI) and the University of Florida (UF), dLOC's technical infrastructure is provided by the University of Florida (UF).” - from  https://www.dloc.com/dloc1/about

IDigBio Specimen Portal

- URL for public viewing:  https://www.idigbio.org/portal
- Description:  
  - A federated search of biological specimens with metadata and images.  The search portal links back out to the item on the contribution institution’s website.
  - IDigBio stands for “Integrated Digitized Biocollections”.
  - Based out of the Florida Museum of Natural History.  Partners are the University of Florida, Florida State University, the Florida Museum of Natural History, and the National Science Foundation.
- OAI-PMH feed:  none
- Participation in shared collections:  
  - Participating institutions are listed at  https://www.idigbio.org/portal/publishers.
- State University System and Florida College System participation:  
  - The Collaborating Institutions page at  https://www.idigbio.org/content/collaborating-institutions lists the following institutions:
- Broward College
- Florida State University (FSU)
- University of Central Florida (UCF)
- University of Florida (UF)
- University of South Florida (USF)
- University of West Florida (UWF)

Other (Significant Florida based digital libraries, not housed within Florida Higher Ed)

**Florida’s Hidden Treasures**

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://flhiddentreasures.com](https://flhiddentreasures.com)
- **Description:**
  - In Rescarta software.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - Materials are represented in Florida on Florida.
- **State University System and Florida College System participation:**
  - Chipola College has material, including yearbooks, housed in Florida’s Hidden Treasures.

**Florida Memory**

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://www.floridamemory.com/](https://www.floridamemory.com/)
- **Description:**
  - Florida Memory is a digital outreach program providing free online access to select archival resources from collections housed in the State Library and Archives of Florida. Florida Memory digitizes materials that illuminate the state's history and culture.
  - A digital library hosted at least partially in Omeka.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**
  - None available.
  - Records were previously available in Z 39.50 . As if summer 2019, Florida Memory is transitioning.
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - Materials are represented in Florida on Florida.
- **State University System and Florida College System participation:**
  - The Jewish Museum of Florida at FIU has its photo archives represented in the MOSAIC Collection in Florida Memory.

**thinkflorida.org**

- **URL for public viewing:** [http://www.thinkflorida.org](http://www.thinkflorida.org)
- **Description:**
  - thinkFlorida.org was created by the Florida Humanities Council to provide Florida educators with a dynamic, interactive, and authoritative source on Florida’s history and heritage. Scholar-written articles explore topics covered by topics covered in Florida classrooms. Related resources like maps, photographs, letters, and audio and video programs illustrate specific article subjects. The site also
serves as a clearinghouse for reliable and credible websites on Florida topics and provides lesson plans created by teachers who have attended our “Teaching Florida” seminars. thinkFlorida.org modules are designed to extend and expand on teacher seminars conducted by the Florida Humanities Council.

- **Wordpress site:**
- **OAI-PMH feed:** none
- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - None identified.
- **State University System and Florida College System participation:**
  - None identified.
Section III(a): Significant Collections Disbursed Across Multiple Digital Libraries

Introduction: Significant Shared Collections are sites which draw materials from multiple digital libraries listed in the Full Inventory. This may be done by building a federated search. For example, a significant shared collection might be a federated search of materials related to a single historical event or a specific topic, which locates materials about that event or topic from multiple digital libraries. A significant shared collection might also store content contributed by multiple institutions.

For each shared collection, information about contributors is provided.

Information on the history of the Publication of Archival, Library, and Museum Materials (PALMM) was collected using listserv archives available from University of Florida, and by using internal records from the Florida Center for Library Automation (FCLA).

PALMM: Publication of Archival Library and Museum Materials

About the PALMM project

Publication of Archival, Library, and Museum Materials (PALMM) is an umbrella program supporting the cooperative building of shared collections using common standards and a shared infrastructure.

1999 - 2004: Start of the PALMM project

The PALMM project started in 1999 with a Library Services and Technology Act (LSTA) federal grant distributed through the Members Council on Library Services (MCLS) Digital Initiatives Standing Committee (DISC) predecessor, the Digital Projects Planning Committee (DPPC). Grants at up to around $7,000 annually were available to each university library each year from 1999 up to around 2004. Each university library could nominate Florida materials from its own collections and then the DPPC approved funding for digitization and cataloging of those materials from a pool of Library Services and Technology Act (LSTA) grant funding. A university library could also partner with a museum, public library, or other entity, and in that way the university library could submit material from outside university holdings. Once digitized, the materials went into PALMM collections. At the start of the PALMM project, only UF and FIU had equipment for in house digitization, so almost all the university libraries sent materials to University of Florida along with entrusting the grant money to UF for digitization. UF performed digitization on behalf of the universities, then returned original materials and digital copies to each university. Also at this time, most university libraries had a limited web presence. FCLA and UF libraries both had preexisting digital collections which were incorporated into PALMM. At start of the PALMM project, FCLA moved from static webpages to DLXS, and PALMM materials were ingested into DLXS.

During this time period, the DISC predecessor was interested in keeping the number of PALMM collections to a minimum. It was envisioned for discovery to all go through a single website, palmm.fcla.edu, in the form of outgoing links.
to collections. A single website can only hold so many links before it's too long to skim. As more collections went online, the website was kept trim by grouping similar collections into a concise set of top level collections. So, for example, Florida Heritage Collection (FHP) was a catch all for many other collections contributed by several libraries. If the palmm.fcla.edu homepage listing collections got cluttered, the DPPC would merge collections into one another, with one collection being a child collection to the other.

2004 - 2008: Continued growth of Florida digital collections

During this time period, university libraries began to start in house digitization programs. Materials could be nominated for inclusion into PALMM. In general, new materials were incorporated into existing PALMM collections according to a good fit of subject matter. What is significant about this time period is that many libraries began in house digitization programs, and so no longer had to go through UF for digitization services. Many vendors also began to offer fee based hosted digital library solutions, and libraries experimented with those.

2008 - 2012: Separation of collections across digital library platforms; Importance of discovery tools

In 2008, FCLA began migrating off DLXS. Stand alone materials were migrated to Digitool, and serials were migrated to Open Journal Systems (OJS) (Florida Online Journals). Technology for digitization and digital libraries had become more widespread. Many university libraries took the discontinuation of DLXS as opportunity to split off digital collections into various platforms other than Digitool.

Also, during this time period, there were advances in federated search across platforms. Discovery tools for subscription resources reached a point of providing a good user experience. Mango, the statewide discovery tool for cataloged library materials launched around 2010. Metadata from digital collections can be harvested to Mango or other discovery tool through the OAI-PMH protocol. The protocol was finalized in 2002, but discovery tools brought it to mainstream around 2010. As libraries split off to separate collections, materials were not necessarily represented in discovery tools. Digitool materials remained discoverable centrally through Mango, but other materials, including PALMM materials were no longer centrally discoverable. Materials were centrally discoverable only if an OAI-PMH feed of metadata was available and the library submitted that feed for inclusion in Mango, or if the library comprehensively made local MARC records for digital materials. In practice, this meant many of the PALMM materials were no longer centrally discoverable.

2012 - present: Statewide shared Islandora

In 2012, FCLA merged with the College Center for Library Automation (CCLA) to form the Florida Virtual Campus (FLVC). At this time, a migration from Digitool to Islandora began. Islandora had been selected as the statewide digital library platform after extensive discussion and analysis of digital library platforms. During that discussion, Sobek had
initially been selected, then rejected. Sobek is open source software developed in house at UF library, and as of January 2016 used by Digital Library of the Caribbean (DLoC), UF, FIU (and The Wolfsonian Museum at FIU), USF, New College, Gulf Coast State College, and Seminole State College of Florida.

Many historical PALMM collections exist today on separate library websites. These collections are not comprehensively indexed for federated search. The statewide discovery tool Mango can ingest OAI-PMH records, and libraries are encouraged to submit feeds, but inclusion is not comprehensive. Additionally, a common route to inclusion in Mango is that libraries can create a MARC record for a digital item in the local catalog and the item will show up in Mango in that way.

Islandora has functionality to provide metadata as an OAI-PMH feed. It does not have functionality to harvest metadata as an OAI-PMH feed. As of 2016, there are no plans to ingest metadata only records into Islandora, but rather all objects in Islandora are to have both content and metadata. In fall 2015, a PALMM site launched in Islandora. This site does not hold content, and instead pulls content from university instances of PALMM. For example, FSU Libraries materials at https://fsu.digital.flvc.org/ which are shared to PALMM Islandora will show up at https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/. For libraries not using Islandora, a non public Islandora website was set up to hold PALMM materials. In those cases, the university Islandora site is non-public, and is used to house materials that are shared with the PALMM Islandora site. Then materials are made public through the PALMM Islandora site.

The palmm.fcla.edu site served as a central point of access beginning in the early 2000s. As of 2016, that site is still live and open to the public. It has outgoing links to PALMM collections. It is static HTML. If a PALMM collection which was once in a single digital library platform in the early 2000s is today in two separate digital library platforms, the link for that collection will only go to one of those platforms and will generally go to the one with a higher item count. One result of the proliferation of separate platforms for digital collections is that far fewer collections have items contributed by multiple universities. In the early 2000s, the norm in PALMM was for multiple libraries to contribute to a single larger collection. In 2016, the norm in PALMM is that most collections have items contributed by a single library only.

2018: Revival of metadata standardization

In 2018, FALSC has begun some active centralized metadata activities, including metadata curation. The DISC has formed a committee to establish basic statewide metadata standards and to review PALMM criteria.

PALMM Digital Collections

- **URL for public viewing:** [https://palmm.digital.flvc.org](https://palmm.digital.flvc.org)
- **Description:**
  - FLVC hosted Islandora site containing an interface for PALMM collections stored in FLVC hosted Islandora sites. Some collections pull from FLVC hosted Islandora sites which are not open to the public. For example, FIU, UF, and UNF all have private FLVC hosted Islandora sites in order to share digital objects to this PALMM site.
- **OAI-PMH feed:**

- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - Participating institutions can be identified by the institutional logo appearing to the bottom right of content contributed by that institution. They include the following Florida higher education institutions:
    - Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University (FAMU)
    - Florida Atlantic University (FAU)
    - Florida Gulf Coast University (FGCU)
    - Florida International University (FIU)
    - Florida State University (FSU)
    - Indian River State College
    - University of Central Florida (UCF)
    - University of Florida (UF)
    - University of North Florida (UNF)
    - University of South Florida (USF)
    - University of West Florida (UWF)

The PALMM Collections

- **URL for public viewing:** http://palmm.fcla.edu/
- **Description:**
  - Static HTML page containing a directory of PALMM collections in various digital libraries across the state. This is not a full listing of PALMM collections. Instead, it is a listing of a subset of PALMM collections selected by a statewide committee for presentation on the PALMM homepage. Initially, in the early 2000s, collections had been hosted in a far smaller number of digital libraries, and this webpage was intended as an attractive entry point. Someone clicking into any collection would have had access to additional PALMM collections.
- **OAI-PMH feed:** none

Complete Listing of PALMM Collections

**Description:** The PALMM project is a long running cooperative digitization project across Florida public university libraries. It began in 1999. Collections were selected by a statewide committee. A collection could be nominated for digitization as part of the PALMM project, or an electronic collection could be nominated for inclusion. Below is a comprehensive list of PALMM collections gathered from internal FCLA/FLVC documents, postings from committee listservs, and from old webpages and publications about the PALMM project.

**List of PALMM collections:**

- Florida Aerial Photography; Aerial Photography Florida (Collection codes: AERIAL; FLAP; AERIALS; 1*)
  - URL: http://ufdc.ufl.edu/aerials/?n=palmm
- Archives Florida (Collection code: AFL)
  - URL: on hiatus, not available online
- African Studies (Collection code: AFRICA)
  - URL: http://ufdc.ufl.edu/africa1
- Aquatic, Wetland and Invasive Plant Information Retrieval System (Collection code: APIRS)
  - URL: https://apirs.plants.ifas.ufl.edu/ (was unavailable in June 2016 Inventory; since then it has been made available again)
• Archival Collections (Collection code: ARCC)
  o URL: not applicable
  o Notes: This was converted to Archives Florida (AFL) in 2007.
• Arte del Sol: Caribbean and Latin American Art (Collection code: ARTE)
  o URL: http://ufdc.ufl.edu/arte
• Bethune-Cookman University Archival Collections (Collection code: BCUFIND) (Subcollection of AFL)
  o URL: on hiatus, not available online
• Bell Glass Plate Photo Collection (Collection code: BGP) (Subcollection of WFP)
  o URL: https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/search/%22Bell%20Glass%20Plate%20Photo%20Collection'?type=edismax
• Big Cypress National Preserve (Collection code: BIGC) (Subcollection of EOL, which itself a subcollection of FHP)
  o URL: https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/search/?type=edismax&collection=palmm%3Abigc
• Broward County Library - Bienes Museum of the Modern Book Archival Collections (BMMBFIND) (Subcollection of AFL)
  o URL: on hiatus, not available online
• Center for Aquatic and Invasive Plants (Collection code: CAIP) (Subcollection of FEOL)
  o URL: https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/search/?type=edismax&collection=palmm%3Afeol
• Caloosahatchee Documents Collection (Collection code: CDC) (Subcollection of SWF)
  o URL: https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/search/?type=edismax&f[0]=mods_subject_topic_ms%3A%22Caloosahatchee%20documents%20collection"
• University of Central Florida Archival Collections (Collection code: CFFIND) (Subcollection of AFL)
  o URL: on hiatus, not available online
• Coral Gables Memory (Collection code: CGM) (Subcollection of MCA)
  o URL: http://dpanther.fiu.edu/dPanther/collections/cgm
• Charlotte Harbor Documents (Collection code: CHD) (Subcollection of SWF)
  o URL: https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/search/?type=edismax&f[0]=mods_subject_topic_ms%3A%22Charlotte%20Information%20Center%20documents"
• Caribbean Newspapers (Collection code: CNIP)
  o URL: not applicable
  o Notes: This collection no longer exists, and all collection materials have been rolled into a new collection, the Caribbean Newspaper Digital Library (CNDL), which is not a PALMM collection. See note at https://dloc.com/cnip (retrieved Spring 2016).
• PALMM Collections Page (Collection code: COLLECTION)
  o Notes: This was used purely for statistics purposes. So, it’s not really a collection, but rather a collection code assigned to a set of HTML splash pages in order to keep statistics and display reports in a system built around keeping statistics on collections.
• Florida Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit project documents (Collection code: COOP) (Subcollection of FEOL)
  o URL: Some materials are in http://ufdc.ufl.edu/feol/results/?t=2%20Florida%20Cooperative%20Fish%20and%20Wildlife%20Research%20Unit%20University%20of%20Florida%22&f=ZZ,ZZ,ZZ,ZZ,ZZ,ZZ,ZZ,ZZ,PU,PU Materials from this collection can also be found in Aquatic Commons (used to be maintained by FCLA), in the UFDC Sobek site, and in the PALMM Islandora site.
• Committee on Restoration of the Greater Everglades (EOL) (Collection code: CROG) (Subcollection of EOL)
  o URL: The collection does not appear to exist as of 2016. It is likely that materials rolled into another collection, probably Everglades Online (EOL).
• Cunningham Funeral Home collections (Collection code: CUNN) (Subcollection of FHP)
  o URL: http://ufdc.ufl.edu/cunn
• Dana A. Dorsey (Collection code: DAD) (Subcollection of MCA)
  o URL: No homepage for DAD materials; See homepage for MCA at http://dpanther.fiu.edu/dPanther/collections/MCA.
• DeSoto County History Collection (Collection code: DSCO) (Subcollection of FHP)
  o URL: http://ufdc.ufl.edu/dsco
• The Wolfsonian-FIU Modern Dutch Collection (Collection code: DUTCH)
  o URL: http://digital.wolfsonian.org/ (Note: Modern Dutch Collection materials are not separated into a distinct collection as of Spring 2016.)
• Estero Bay Documents Collection (Collection code: EBD) (Subcollection of SWF, which is itself a subcollection of FGCU)
  o URL: https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/search/%20?type=edismax&f[0]=mods_subject_topic_ms%3A%22Estero%20Bay%20documents%20collection%22
• Everglades Digital Library (Collection code: EDL or EDLG)
  o URL: http://ufdc.ufl.edu/edlg and http://dpanther.fiu.edu/dPanther/collections/rte
• Everglades Digital Library Oral Histories (Collection code: EDLOH) (Subcollection of EDL)
  o URL: http://ufdc.ufl.edu/edloh
• Eric Eustace Williams Collection (Collection code: EEW)
  o URL: https://dloc.com/eew and https://ufdc.ufl.edu/eew
• Florida Entomologist (Collection code: ENT or ENTARTICLE)
  o URL: https://journals.flvc.org/flaent
• Ephemeral Cities (Collection code: EPC) (Subcollection of FHP)
  o URL: https://dloc.com/EPCSANB and https://ufdc.ufl.edu/epc
• Everglades Online (EOL) (Collection code: EOL) (Subcollection of EDL, which is itself a subcollection of FEOL)
  o URL: https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/search/%22Everglades%20online%20collection%22?type=edismax
• Electronic Theses and Dissertations (Collection code: ETD)
  o URL: http://etd.fcla.edu (accessibly through the statewide catalog; when an embargo is listed, a MARC record is created and loaded into the catalog)
• Ecotoxicity and Risk Management Project (EOL) (Collection code: ETOX) (Subcollection of EOL)
  o URL: Unknown. Materials are not in the larger EOL collection on the Islandora PALMM site.
• Everglades Visual Collection (Collection code: EVC; renamed to Reclaiming the Everglades (RTE) circa 2009)
  o URL: not applicable
• Florida Architecture and Landscape Design (Collection code: FALD) (Subcollection of FHP)
  o URL: http://ufdc.ufl.edu/fald
• Florida Atlantic University Archival Collections (Collection code: FAUFIND) (Subcollection of AFL)
  o URL: on hiatus, not available online
• Florida on Florida (Collection code: FEL)
  o URL: http://fof.fcla.edu/cgi/b/bib/bib-idx
• Florida Environments Online (Collection code: FEOL)
  o URL: https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/object/palmm%3Afeol
• Florida Geological Survey (Collection code: FGS) (Subcollection of FHP)
  o URL: http://ufdc.ufl.edu/fgs
• Florida Heritage Collection (Collection code: FHP or FH)
  o URL: https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/object/palmm%3Afhp
• Florida Historical Quarterly (Collection code: FHQ) (was a Subcollection of FHP until 2005, and has not has a parent collection since then)
  o URL: https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/object/palmm%3Afhq
• Florida House of Representatives Publications (Collection code: FHRP)
  o URL: https://dloc.com/FHRP
• Florida International University Archival Collections (Collection code: FIUFIND) (Subcollection of AFL)
  o URL: on hiatus, not available online
• Florida Agricultural History and Rural Life (Collection code: FLAG) (Subcollection of FEOL)
  o URL: https://ufdc.ufl.edu/flag
• Florida Water Law (Collection code: FLAGUA) (Subcollection of LAW, which itself is a subcollection of FHP)
  o URL: https://ufdc.ufl.edu/flagua
• Florida Anthropologist (Collection code: FLANT)
  o URL: https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/search/florida%20anthropologist?type=edismax
• Florida Bay Project (Collection code: FLB)
• Florida Ephemera (Collection code: FLEP) (Subcollection of FHP)
  o URL: https://ufdc.ufl.edu/flep
• Florida National Guard Publications (Collection code: FLNG) (Subcollection of FHP)
  o URL: https://ufdc.ufl.edu/flng
• Florida Newspaper Project (Collection code: FLNP)
  o URL: https://ufdc.ufl.edu/newspapers
• Florida Voices (Collection code: FLV)
  o URL: Last known location was https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/object/palmm%3Aflv (unavailable as of 2018)
• Floridiana on the Web (Collection code: FOTW)
  o URL: Unknown. Last known location was http://www.lib.usf.edu/lbua/digitalcollections/F03/html
• French Revolution Française (Collection code: FRF)
  o URL: https://ufdc.ufl.edu/frf
• Florida State University Archival Collections (Collection code: FSFIND) (Subcollection of AFL)
  o URL: on hiatus, not available online
• Florida State Horticultural Society (Collection code: FSHS or FSHSARTICLE)
  o URL: https://journals.flvc.org/fshs
• Institute on World War II Inventories (Collection code: FTAIWFIND) (Subcollection of FSFIND, which is itself a subcollection of AFL)
  o URL: on hiatus, not available online
• Winter Park Public Library Inventories (Collection code: FWPFIND) (Subcollection of AFL)
  o URL: on hiatus, not available online
• Rollins College Inventories (Collection code: FWRFINDE) (Subcollection of AFL)
  o URL: on hiatus and not online as of Spring 2016
• Great Floridians / Florida Archival Collections (Collection code: GFL)
  o URL: http://ufdc.ufl.edu/gfl
• Haitian History & Culture (Collection code: HAITI)
  o URL: unknown
• Ringling Herald Collection (Collection code: HERALD)
  o URL: on hold - loaded into FSU Islandora, but not yet public and loaded into PALMM Islandora
• Type Specimens (inactive) (Collection code: HERB)
  o URL: http://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/herbarium/types/
• Wolfsonian-FIU Modern Italian Art and Design Collection (Collection code: ITL)
- URL: [http://digital.wolfsonian.org/](http://digital.wolfsonian.org/) (There is no current location for ITL and only ITL materials. The Wolfsonian’s website was identified in September 2015 by FIU (Jamie Rogers by email Sept 2015) as the current location of materials. As of Fall 2015, all items from DUTCH appear to be in DPanther, and it is possible to structure a search there to pull them.)
- Judaica Collections (Collection code: IUFJUDAICA)
  - URL: now at [https://ufdc.ufl.edu/jud1](https://ufdc.ufl.edu/jud1); was at [https://dloc.com/iufjudaica](https://dloc.com/iufjudaica) until 2014
- Journal of Nematology (Collection code: JON or JONARTICLE)
  - URL: [https://journals.flvc.org/jon](https://journals.flvc.org/jon)
- Literature for Children (Collection code: JUV)
  - URL: [https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/object/palmm%3Ajuv](https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/object/palmm%3Ajuv)
- The University of Florida Herbarium Collections (also called University of Florida Herbarium Collections Catalog) (Collection code: KANAPAHA or NONTYPES or TYPES)
  - URL: [http://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/herbarium/cat/](http://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/herbarium/cat/)
- Koreshan State Historical Site (Collection code: KORE) (Subcollection of FHP)
  - URL: [https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/object/palmm%3Akore](https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/object/palmm%3Akore)
  - Notes: PURL is [http://purl.fcla.edu/fcla/koreshan](http://purl.fcla.edu/fcla/koreshan)
- Key West (Collection code: KWOH) (Subcollection of FLV)
  - URL: [http://dpanter.fiu.edu/dPanther/collections/KWOH](http://dpanter.fiu.edu/dPanther/collections/KWOH)
- Florida Historical Legal Documents (Collection code: LAW or FTL) (Subcollection of FHP)
  - URL: [https://ufdc.ufl.edu/law](https://ufdc.ufl.edu/law)
- Linking Florida Natural Heritage (inactive) (Collection code: LFNH)
  - Note: This collection was discontinued prior to 2004 and merged with Florida Environments Online.
- Local institution project (Collection code: LIP)
- Library of the Caribbean (Collection code: LOC)
  - Note: This was likely an early name for the Digital Library of the Caribbean (dLOC).
- World Map Collection (Collection code: MAP)
  - URL: [https://ufdc.ufl.edu/map1](https://ufdc.ufl.edu/map1)
- African Map Collection (Collection code: MAPAF) (Subcollection of MAP)
  - URL: [https://ufdc.ufl.edu/mapaf](https://ufdc.ufl.edu/mapaf)
- Antarctic Map Collection (Collection code: MAPAN) (Subcollection of MAP)
  - URL: [https://ufdc.ufl.edu/mapan](https://ufdc.ufl.edu/mapan)
- Arctic Map Collection (Collection code: MAPAR) (Subcollection of MAP)
  - URL: [https://ufdc.ufl.edu/mapar](https://ufdc.ufl.edu/mapar)
- Asia Map Collection (Collection code: MAPAS) (Subcollection of MAP)
  - URL: [https://ufdc.ufl.edu/mapas](https://ufdc.ufl.edu/mapas)
- Caribbean Basin Map (Collection code: MAPC) (Subcollection of MAP)
  - URL: [https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/search/?type=edismax&collection=palmm%3Amapc](https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/search/?type=edismax&collection=palmm%3Amapc) and [http://ufdc.ufl.edu/mapc](http://ufdc.ufl.edu/mapc)
- European Map Collection (Collection code: MAPEU) (Subcollection of MAP)
  - URL: [https://ufdc.ufl.edu/mapeu](https://ufdc.ufl.edu/mapeu)
- Florida Map Collection (Collection code: MAPFL) (Subcollection of MAPNA, which itself is a subcollection of MAP)
  - URL: [https://ufdc.ufl.edu/mapfl](https://ufdc.ufl.edu/mapfl)
- Latin America Map Collection (Collection code: MAPLA) (Subcollection of MAP)
  - URL: no longer available due to copyright issues
- Middle East Map Collection (Collection code: MAPME) (Subcollection of MAP)
  - URL: [https://ufdc.ufl.edu/mapme](https://ufdc.ufl.edu/mapme)
- North American Map Collection (Collection code: MAPNA) (Subcollection of MAP)
  - URL: [https://ufdc.ufl.edu/mapna](https://ufdc.ufl.edu/mapna)
• Pacific/Oceana and Australia Map Collection (Collection code: MAPPA) (Subcollection of MAP)
  o URL: https://ufdc.ufl.edu/mappa
• South America Map Collection (Collection code: MAPSA) (Subcollection of MAP)
  o URL: https://ufdc.ufl.edu/maps
• The Classic Maya / Los Mayos classicos (Collection code: MAYA)
  o URL: https://ufdc.ufl.edu/maya
• Metropolitan City Archives / Miami Metropolitan Archives (Collection code: MCA)
  o URL: http://dpanther.fiu.edu/dPanther/collections/MCA
• Medical Interviews (Collection code: MEDEDFSU) (Subcollection of FLV)
  o No longer available online. (Not available since Sept. 2015.)
• Nematologia Mediterranea (Collection code: MEDI or MEDIARTICLE)
  o URL: https://journals.flvc.org/nemamedi
• Alachua County Historic Trust: Matheson Museum, Inc. (Collection code: MHCC) (Subcollection of FHP)
  o Current Location https://ufdc.ufl.edu/mhcc
• Milemarkers: Linking Keys History (Collection code: MILE)
  o URL: http://dpanther.fiu.edu/dPanther/collections/MILE
• Miscellaneous Materials (Collection code: MISC)
  o Note: This collection and collection code were likely for internal use.
• Insecta Mundi (Collection code: MUNDI)
  o URL: https://journals.flvc.org/mundi
• Nematropica (Collection code: NEMA or NEMAARTICLE)
  o URL: https://journals.flvc.org/nematropica
• University of North Florida Archival Collections (Collection code: NFFIND) (Subcollection of AFL)
  o URL: on hiatus, not available online
• Howard T. Odum Center for Wetlands (Collection code: ODUM) (Subcollection of FEOL)
  o URL: https://ufdc.ufl.edu/odum
• Oral History Collections (Collection code: ORAL)
  o URL: https://ufdc.ufl.edu/MMOH
• Orchid Phylogenetics (Collection code: ORCHIDS or ORCHID)
  o URL: http://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/herbarium/pleuro/phylogenetics/plugins.htm
• PALMM Homepage (Collection code: PALMM)
  o Notes: This was used purely for statistics purposes. So, it's not really a collection, but rather a collection code assigned to a single HTML page at palmm.fcla.edu in order to keep statistics and display reports in a system built around keeping statistics on collections.
• Performing Arts (Collection code: PART)
  o URL: https://ufdc.ufl.edu/part1
• USGS Place-Based Science Program (EOL) (Collection code: PBS) (Subcollection of EOL)
  o URL: unknown
• Psychological Study of the Arts (Collection code: PSA)
  o URL: https://ufdc.ufl.edu/psa1?n=palmm
• Ringling Collection (inactive) (Collection code: RINGLING) (Subcollection of PART)
  o URL: https://ufdc.ufl.edu/ringling?n=palmm
• The Archives of the Rossica Society (Collection code: ROS)
  o URL: https://dloc.com/ROSA or https://ufdc.ufl.edu/rosa
• Reclaiming the Everglades (Collection code: RTE) (Subcollection of EDL, which is itself a subcollection of FEOL)
  o URL: http://dpanther.fiu.edu/dPanther/collections/rte
• The Sandborn® Fire Insurance Company Maps of Florida (Collection code: SANBORN) (Subcollection of EPC/ECP and of MAPFL)
  o URL: https://ufdc.ufl.edu/sanborn
• Sanibel Island History (Collection code: SANI) (Subcollection of EOL, which is itself a subcollection of FHP)
  o URL: https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/object/palmm%3Asani
• PRISM - Political & Rights Issues & Social Movement (Collection code: SMC)
  o URL: https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/object/palmm%3Asmc
• Samuel Proctor Oral History Project (Collection code: SPOHP) (Subcollection of ORAL)
  o URL: https://ufdc.ufl.edu/oral
• Southwest Florida Environmental Collection (Collection code: SWENV) (Subcollection of SWF)
  o URL: All materials are available from https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/object/palmm%3Aswf, but this collection has no distinct presence.
• Southwest Florida Environmental Documents Collection (Collection code: SWF)
  o URL: https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/object/palmm%3Aswf
• Tequesta: the Journal of the Historical Association of Southern Florida (Collection code: TEQ)
  o URL: http://dpanther.fiu.edu/d Panther/collections/TEQ
• Test Collection (Collection code: TEST)
  o Notes: This is not a PALMM collection, but is provided in this inventory to provide information about the collection code.
• Test Tracking Code 1 (Collection code: TESTONE) (Subcollection of TEST)
  o Notes: This is not a PALMM collection, but is provided in this inventory to provide information about the collection code.
• Test Tracking Code 2 (Collection code: TESTTWO) (Subcollection of TEST)
  o Notes: This is not a PALMM collection, but is provided in this inventory to provide information about the collection code.
• Theology (Collection code: THEO)
  o URL: https://ufdc.ufl.edu/theo1
• Turner Collection (Collection code: TURNER) (Subcollection of FLV)
  o URL: https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/object/palmm%3Aflv
• University of Florida - C. Farris Bryant Papers (Collection code: UFBRYFIND)
  o URL: https://ufdc.ufl.edu/cfbry
• University of Florida Archival Collections (Collection code: UFFIND) (Subcollection of AFL)
  o URL: on hiatus, not available online
• University of Florida Collection (Collection code: UFLA) (Subcollection of FHP)
  o URL: unknown (The UFDC homepage may be a good place to go to view a current version of this collection.)
• United States Virgin Islands History and Culture (Collection code: USVI)
  o URL: https://dloc.com/ijuvi
• Funeral (memorial) Booklets (Collection code: VIFB) (Subcollection of USVI)
  o URL: https://dloc.com/uvifuneral
• Government Documents (Collection code: VIGD) (Subcollection of USVI)
• Newspaper Commentaries (Collection code: VINP) (Subcollection of USVI)
  o URL: https://dloc.com/uvidavis
• Historical Photographs (Collection code: VIPH) (Subcollection of USVI)
  o URL: https://dloc.com/uviphotos
• Project Introspection (Collection code: VIPI) (Subcollection of USVI)
  o URL: https://dloc.com/uviintrospection
• Research Reports (Collection code: VIRP) (Subcollection of USVI)
  o URL: https://dloc.com/uviresearch
• The Visionaries Collection (Collection code: VISION) (Subcollection of FHP)
  o URL: https://ufdc.ufl.edu/vision
• University of West Florida Archival Collections (Collection code: WFFIND) (Subcollection of AFL)
• West Florida Photohistory (Collection code: WFP)
  o URL: https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/object/palmm%3Awfp
• With the Wild Things (Collection code: WILD) (Subcollection of FEOL)
  o URL: http://dpanther.fiu.edu/dPanther/collections/wild
• Wolfsonian Collection (Collection code: WOLF)
  o URL: http://digital.wolfsonian.org/
• Yiddish Children’s Books (Collection code: YCB)
  o URL: https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/object/palmm%3Aycb
• David Levy Yulee Letters (Collection code: YULEE)
  o URL: https://ufdc.ufl.edu/yulee
• Fulltext Collections (also called Textual Collections) (no collection code assigned)
  o URL: no longer exists
  o Notes: This was a search on top of PALMM collections in the early 2000s. It allowed one to search the full text of all PALMM collections. https://palmm.fcla.edu initially listed collections and indexes together, and Fulltext Collections / Textual Collections may be considered an index.
• University of Florida Performing Arts
  o URL: https://ufdc.ufl.edu/part1?n=palm
  o Notes: Probably the same collection as Performing Arts
• Visual Collections (no collection code assigned)
  o URL: no longer exists
  o Notes: This was search on top of PALMM collections, which allowed a search across all images in PALMM collections.
• New World Collections

Florida on Florida

Florida on Florida

• URL for public viewing: http://fof.fcla.edu/cgi/b/bib/bib-idx
  o (There is a PURL for this at https://purl.fcla.edu/fcla/floridaonflorida.)
• Description:
  o Florida On Florida is a catalog of digital materials related to Florida. It includes many items including maps, photographs, postcards, books, and manuscripts. The materials in Florida On Florida come from digital collections held by libraries, archives, museums and historical societies throughout Florida. To see a list of the collections included, click "Collections" on the menu near the top of this page.
  o Harvester built in DLXS software.
• Significant collections: These collections are included in Florida On Florida.
  o Alachua County Library District Heritage Collection: The Heritage Collection contains historic photographs of local landmarks, people, historic maps, community events, natural disasters, and other items related to Gainesville and Alachua County.
    • http://heritage.acld.lib.fl.us/
  o Bay County Public Library Photo Collections: The Bay County Public Library maintains a local history collection in a local history room set aside for that purpose. The Library has a collection of approximately 7,000 photographs and almost 5,000 are catalogued and searchable by subject area in the Bay County Public Library Catalog. Patrons may obtain a copy of any photograph for a small fee. The Bay District Schools owns the Tommy Smith Photograph Collection of 1,998 photos that they will maintain. The Tommy Smith Collection is also cataloged and searchable in the Bay County Public Library Catalog. This collection contains historic and current photos of local landmarks, people, buildings,
churches, schools, community events and other items that reflect the history of Bay County and its communities.

- **http://www.photos.nwrls.com/**
  
  Burgert Brothers Photographic Archives: The Burgert Brothers Photographic Archives presents a unique pictorial record of the commercial, residential and social growth of Tampa Bay and Florida’s West coast from the late 1800s to the early 1960s. Nearly 15,000 images in this collection chronicle the history of the Tampa Bay area as it faced wars, natural disasters, economic booms and busts. The images offer a view of a community at work, from cigar factories, sponge docks and strawberry fields, to grocery stores, service stations and bank lobbies. Many photographs also depict a community at leisure, enjoying a day at the beach, participating in local celebrations, attending the Florida State Fair or playing favorite games such as golf, tennis, shuffleboard or checkers. This extraordinary archive - a visual link with our past and our heritage - is preserved in the History & Genealogy Department of the John F. Germany Public Library in downtown Tampa for the public to view and use.

- **http://digitalcollections.hcplc.org/cdm/landingpage/collection/p15391coll1**
  
  Central Florida Memory: Central Florida Memory is a collection of digital materials from the collections of the Orange County Library System, the Orange County Regional History Center, and the University of Central Florida. It focuses on Central Florida during the years 1880 - 1930, a booming time of transition from pioneer frontier to the development of established towns and transportation networks.

  (For URL, see above.)

- **https://www.floridamemory.com/collections/pensionfiles/**
  
  Florida Confederate Pension Application Files: The Florida State Archives has digitized its collection of Confederate pension records with over 13,000 pensions available online. The collection includes files on approved and denied pension claims from 1885 to 1954. Most files contain the original application, any supplemental applications, proof of service and residency, and occasional correspondence between the applicant and the State Board of Pensions.

- **https://www.floridamemory.com/PhotographicCollection/**
  
  Florida Photographic Collection: The Florida Photographic Collection is a nationally recognized component of the State Archives of Florida and contains over 850,000 photographs, and approximately 2,500 movies and video tapes. Over 100,000 photographs have been scanned and placed on this website. The collection spans a wide range of visual images from copies of mid 15th Century maps to current photographs. Most holdings in the collection have been obtained singly or in small groups. Together, they form the most complete portrait of Florida available—one that draws its strength from family pictures, the homes of Floridians, their work, and their pastimes.

- **http://digitalcollections.hcplc.org/cdm/landingpage/collection/p15391coll1**
  
  Florida State University Digital Collections: The Florida State University Libraries' Digital Collections presents select "digitized" and "born digital" digital assets for open access to the FSU campus, scholarly research and learning, and general public communities. The Florida on Florida FSU Collections include the FSU Heritage Protocol Photograph Collection, FSU "Flying High" Circus, FSU Yearbooks, FSU Administrative Documents and Student Handbooks, and select faculty research collections. The FSU
Heritage Protocol Collection presents digitized photographs from the FSU Heritage Protocol Archives and contains items related to the institutional history, cultural heritage of FSU, and its predecessor institutions. The Florida State University Digital Library Center is digitizing select Special Collections materials for access, discovery, and preservation.

- (For URL, see above.)
- Florida Voices: Florida Voices is an initiative of the Florida Electronic Library to support many libraries and cultural heritage organizations in Florida in initiating and maintaining digital oral history programs. Besides a step-by-step guide to establishing an oral history program, Florida Voices provides access to a central collection of digital oral history recordings and transcripts.
  - No longer available. This was a collection in the FCLA/FLVC hosted Digitool used by several institutions. The collection is now in multiple locations.
- Florida Writer’s Project: The Florida Writer's Project contains digitized materials of a small portion of the papers of Dr. Carita Doggett Corse, Director of the Florida Federal Writers’ Project from its inception in 1935 until 1942. The collection consists mainly of original typescript second copies compiled from the WPA writers' project for Florida. The information in the collection represents writers' efforts during the 1930's and the early 1940's. Corse maintained personal typescript copies of the writers' stories, interviews, research, and other handwritten notes not part of WPA files found in several other Florida libraries. The collection also contains various photographs and original correspondence to and from Dr. Corse.
- Florida’s Early Constitutions: The Florida Constitutions of 1838, 1861, 1865, 1868, and 1885 are available with transcripts and digitized images of the original documents at the Florida State Archives.
  - https://www.floridamemory.com/Collections/Constitution/
- Jacksonville Public Library Special Collections: Jacksonville Public Library's Digital Library Collection is an online resource concentrating on Floridian history with an emphasis on Jacksonville and Northeast Florida. It features digitized versions of material from our Special Collections departments: the Florida Collection, Genealogy Collection, and African-American Collection. The project initially focused on visual items such as post cards and photographs, and has since grown to include rare books, letters, manuscripts, and scrap books.
- Mote Marine Laboratory Digital Repository: The Mote Marine Laboratory Library Collection contains Mote Technical Reports of works produced by Mote staff. These reports demonstrate the research performed at the facility since the mid 1970s. The collection also includes Mote brochures and other historical documents that reflect the history of Mote.
  - https://dspace.mote.org/dspace/
- PLAN Hidden Treasures: "Hidden Treasures" is a collection of various and sundry items housed in the libraries, many of which are small and rural, of the Florida Panhandle. This ongoing project will, for the first time, make this local history available to a wider audience.
  - (For URL, see above.)
- Publication of Archival, Library & Museum Materials (PALMM): The PALMM (Publication of Archival, Library and Museum Materials) collections include Florida Heritage (materials on the history, environment and culture of Florida), Florida Environments Online (materials on Florida environments, ecologies and species), Florida Maps (antique and contemporary maps of Florida and adjacent areas), Florida Historical Legal Documents (including territorial laws and several versions of the state constitution), Southwest Florida Environmental Documents (reports, surveys, monographs and other materials of recent and historical scientific information related to the environment of Southwest Florida, the Caloosahatchee River and its watershed), Reclaiming the Everglades (rare materials on history of the Everglades and the south Florida environment from 1884-1934), Miami Metropolitan Archive (materials on Miami-Dade County urban development), Milemarkers: Linking Keys History (Images from the collection of the Monroe County Public Library depict the rich history of the Florida Keys), and West
Florida Photohistory (images from the UWF Special Collections emphasize the history and development of the West Florida region).

- Rollins Digital Archives: With over 4,500 images in six collections: Hamilton Holt, Faces of Rollins, Architecture and Landscape, Student Lives, Treasures at Rollins Archives, and Winter Park and Florida, Rollins Digital Archives document the rich histories of the College since its founding in 1885 and the nearby Central Florida Communities. The collections include not only photographs, but also letters, speeches, postcards, pamphlets, manuscripts and other historical items.

- Spanish Land Grants: The confirmed Spanish land grant claims related to the territory that Spain ceded to the United States in 1821.

- University of Florida Digital Collections (UFDC): Revealing the research rich collections of the University of Florida, and other noteworthy collections, the Digital Library Center has digitized and mounted over 3 million images since its inception in 1999. UFDC's current collection strengths rest in; maps and aerial photography; newspapers; and Florida and Caribbean studies. Holdings include artifacts, herbarium specimens, photographs, and oral histories, and archives, books and journals.
  - (For URL, see above.)

- University of South Florida Libraries Digital Collections (USFLDC): USF Tampa Library Special & Digital Collections (SDC) collects, preserves, and provides free, online access to significant collections of Floridiana. Of particular interest are SDC’s notable collections of oral histories including the Otis R. Anthony African Americans in Florida, Spanish Civil War, Columbia Restaurant, and Tampa Mayor Sandy Freedman Administration oral history projects. Several collections of photographs and slides (Burgett Brothers, Robertson & Fresh, Ensminger, and Zylstra) are also available along with rare Florida maps, local newspapers and journals, postcards, and more.

- Winter Park Public Library Digital Collection: The digitized Winter Park History and Archive Collection contains photographs, images, documents, and audio files representing the wealth of local and regional history housed at the Winter Park Public Library. Highlights of the collection include the papers of Florida Senator Paula Hawkins, the papers of business and quality management guru Philip B. Crosby, the Eve Bacon collection of photos of Winter Park, and the diary of Mary Brown that documents Florida frontier life. Hundreds of historical images are available online. The full History and Archives Collection can also be searched via the online catalog, which contains records from thousands of images, books, maps, photos and other items documenting the history of Winter Park, FL.

- WPA Image Collection: This is an online exhibit and image database of educational visual aids produced by the Museum Extension Project (MEP), a division of the New Deal jobs creation program, the Works Progress Administration (WPA) and owned by the Bienes Center for the Literary Arts at Broward County Library in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. The digitization of these historic artifacts was made possible through a National Leadership grant from the Institute for Museum and Library Services (IMLS), a federal agency that fosters innovation, leadership and a lifetime of learning.

- World War I Service Cards: The World War I service cards provide name; age; serial number; race; place of birth; and residence; for service men and women either from Florida or who entered service in Florida.

- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - Harvets metadata from Central Florida Memory, maintained by UCF.
  - Harvets metadata from the Florida Digital Newspaper Library, maintained by UF.
  - Harvets metadata from the FSU Digital Library, maintained by FSU.
  - Harvets metadata from the UFDC, maintained by UF.
  - Harvets metadata from the University of South Florida Libraries Digital Collections, maintained by USF.
  - Harvets metadata from Florida's Hidden Treasures, maintained by the Panhandle Library Access Network, a regional consortium with several public higher education member institutions.
  - Harvets metadata from Florida Memory, maintained by Florida's State Library. While this is not a public higher education institution, it is a significant government library with publicly available collections.
Section III(b): Significant Federated Search or Indexing Only Projects

Sunshine State Digital Network

**URLs for public viewing:**
- All materials in the Digital Public Library of America (DPLA) can be viewed at [https://dp.la/search?partner%5B%5D=Sunshine+State+Digital+Network](https://dp.la/search?partner%5B%5D=Sunshine+State+Digital+Network).
- The Sunshine State Digital Network’s (SSDN’s) website is at [https://sunshinestatedigitalnetwork.wordpress.com/](https://sunshinestatedigitalnetwork.wordpress.com/).

**Description:**
- The Sunshine State Digital Network (SSDN) is the Digital Public Library of America (DPLA) Service Hub for the state of Florida. The service hub represents a community of institutions in the state which will provide their partner institutions’ aggregated metadata for the DPLA and offer tiered services to connect institutions of all sizes to the DPLA. SSDN is a proud member of the DPLA Hub Network and membership is supported through generous funding provided by the Library Services and Technology Act administered by the Florida Department of State, Division of Library and Information Services.

**Participation in shared collections:**
- Harvests metadata from Florida Memory, maintained by the State Library.
- Harvests metadata from a variety of libraries and archives not within the State University System or State Colleg System.

Civil War in the American South

**URL for public viewing:** [http://american-south.org](http://american-south.org)

**Description:**
- In recognition of the sesquicentennial of the start of the American Civil War, Civil War in the American South provides a central portal to access digital collections from the Civil War Era (1850-1865) held by members of the Association of Southeastern Research Libraries (ASERL). ASERL members hold deep and
extensive collections documenting the history and culture of the American South, developed over hundreds of years to support scholarly research and teaching. Many of the special or unique manuscripts, photographs, books, newspapers, broadsides, and other materials have been digitized to provide broader access to these documents for scholars and students around the world. Civil War in the American South is a collaborative initiative to provide a single, shared point of access to the Civil War digital collections held at many individual libraries. This site links to over 10,000 items from 30 libraries. The shared collection continues to grow, providing ready access to a world-class collection of primary source materials from the American Civil War era.

- **Participation in shared collections:**
  - Contains materials from Florida International University (FIU): [http://american-south.org/institutions/fxg/items](http://american-south.org/institutions/fxg/items)
  - Contains materials from Florida State University (FSU): [http://american-south.org/institutions/fda/items](http://american-south.org/institutions/fda/items)
  - Contains materials from University of Central Florida (UCF): [http://american-south.org/institutions/ftu/items](http://american-south.org/institutions/ftu/items)
  - Contains materials from University of Florida (UF): [http://american-south.org/institutions/fug/items](http://american-south.org/institutions/fug/items)
Section IV: Digital Preservation

Introduction: Digital Preservation is treated separately to emphasize that it is a separate field from digital libraries. Other sections of this inventory are not about preservation, and the websites listed in other parts of the inventory should not be assumed to be involved in preservation activities.

Florida Digital Archive

Description: A long term preservation repository for digital text, image, audio and video. This is used as the preservation repository by digital libraries in the State University System. From January to July 2019, the Florida Digital Archive was sunset and materials were returned to participating institutions.